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FCA brings BG, UT coaches together 
Bm Swtflftr BG News 
SPEAKER: BG coach Gregg Brandon, along with UT coach Tom 
Amstutz, will speak at a breakfast Tuesday in Perrysburg sponsored 
by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. 
By Erin Schorr 
GUEST REPORTER 
There are few rivalries in 
Northwest Ohio as celebrated as 
that between the Bowling Green 
State University Falcons and the 
University of Toledo Rockets. 
Often described as a civil war, 
the rivalry literally pins mother 
against son and brother against 
brother. Toledo head coach Tom 
Amstutz, a former Rocket football 
player, will have to listen to his 
mother, a Bowling Green alum- 
nae, sing "Ay Ziggy Zoomba," 
while Bowling Green's starting 
defensive back senior Mike 
Malone will battle his little broth- 
er, University of Toledo's sopho- 
more cornerback Antonio 
Malone, for family bragging 
rights. 
This year will mark the 68th 
meeting between the two 
schools. 
In honor of this meeting, the 
Northwest      Ohio/      Toledo 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
will sponsor the University of 
Toledo/ Bowling Green State 
University Unity Breakfast. This 
event will bring together Rockets' 
coach Tom Amstutz and coach 
Gregg Brandon of Bowling Green 
State University to share a meal 
just days before the rivals kick-off 
in Bowling Green's Doyt Perry 
Stadium on Friday. 
The breakfast will be held 
Tuesday at the Holiday Inn 
French Quarter in Perrysburg. 
Bowling Green alumnus Mark 
Miller, formerly of the Green Bay 
Packers and the Cleveland 
Browns, will be the keynote 
speaker. 
According to Brandon, while 
Coach Amstutz is something 
quite unusual to be brought to his 
table, it's good publicity for the 
FCA and its mission to foster 
unity, 
"Anytime you have a rivalry it 
brings something special to the 
table," he said. 
Coach Amstutz and Coach 
Brandon will also share their 
experiences within the fellowship 
of the church. 
"In working with student ath- 
letes, it is important to work with 
the whole person," Amstutz said. 
"I became a coach because 1 
enjoy working with the players 
and seeing them develop into 
well-rounded men." 
The FCA holds similar break- 
fasts across the country. 
Director Rev. Rick Isaiah, a for- 
mer Rocket football player, knows 
the rivalry well. 
"This is Northwest Ohio, and 
this rivalry is never going away, 
hut Psalm 133:1 says, How good 
and how pleasant it is for brothers 
to dwell together in unity.' Our 
objective was to expose to the 
community two dynamic, and 
successful Christian coaches, 
who allow FCA to impact their 
teams for Christ." 
The FCA has had an impact on 
both teams. Many players from 
both teams assist the FCA with its 
summer football camp, and par- 
ticipate in FCA ministry group, 
FCA chapel service or FCA Bible 
study. 
These players are seen as an 
inspiration to Rev. Isaiah. 
"They have the God-given gifts 
to play a game that not many can 
play," he said. "Their discipline 
and work ethic to excel at the 
game of football will go with these 
players into their various careers 
after college." 
Rev. Isaiah recognizes the suc- 
cess of the young men comes 
from the coaches. "Their com- 
mitment is amazing because 
there are so many players, yet 
they somehow impact all of them 
in some way to make them better 
men." 
The Fellowship of Christian 
COACHES, PAGE 2 
"The vast majority of the United States is 
not seeing any syphilis at all. We're seeing 
syphilis rise primarily in groups of gay and 
bisexual men." 
JOHN DOUGLAS, DIRECTOR OF THE COC'S DIVISION OF STDS 
US. syphilis 
rate on the rise 
By Daniel Yce 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
ATLANTA — The nation's 
syphilis rate has climbed for the 
second year in a row, mostly 
because of an increase in cases 
among gay and bisexual men, the 
government said yesterday. 
Between 2001 and 2002, the 
syphilis rate rose 9.1 percent from 
2.2 cases perl00,000peopleto2.4 
cases, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention said. The 
rate had dropped every year 
between 1990 and 2000 before 
reversing course. 
The actual increase in cases 
was small but the rise among gay 
and bisexual men has caused 
concern that the public health 
safeguards and safe-sex practices 
adopted over the last two decades 
during the AIDS epidemic con- 
tinue to crumble. 
"The vast majority of the 
United States is not seeing any 
syphilis at all," said Dr. lohn 
Douglas, director of the CDC's 
division of sexually transmitted 
diseases. "We're seeing syphilis 
SYPHILIS, PAGE 2 
Robbery suspect 
arrested yesterday 
THE BG NEWS 
A suspect in a series of busi- 
ness-related breaking and enter- 
ings was arrested by the Bowling 
Green Police Division yesterday 
morning. 
At approximately 9 a.m., offi- 
cers arrested Craig A Leslie, 25, 
307 E Wooster St. Apt. #2, when 
they observed a subject acting 
suspiciously among the business- 
es in downtown Bowling Green. 
Due to the observations the offi- 
cers made and the circumstances 
surrounding the identification of 
Leslie, a search warrant for his 
residence was obtained. 
At the residence, officers recov- 
ered property identified as being 
stolen from previous breaking 
and entering incidents at 
Kamikaze's, 163 E. Wooster SL, 
and Ryo-Myo Cigarette Shop, 130 
E. Wooster St. 
Leslie has been charged with 
one count of receiving stolen 
property and one count of break- 
ing and entering. He will be 
placed at the Wood County 
Justice Center pending arraign- 
Crait Leslie 
ment. 
The Wood County Prosecutor's 
Office has continued the investi- 
gation with additional charges 
anticipated. 
Anyone with information relat- 
ed to this investigation is encour- 
aged to contact the Bowling 
Green Police Division at (419) 
352-2571 or Crime Stoppers at 
(419) 352-0077. A Crime Stopper 
reward of up to $1,000 is possible 
for anyone providing information 
leading to a resolution of the case 
VISION VIGIL 
TomGmnH.n™. 
NIGHT OF REMEMBRANCE: BGSU students participate in the fifth annual Transgender Day of Remembrance, sponsored by Vision. The pur- 
pose of the event is to remember victims of sexuality-motivated crimes. 
Victim of shark attack won*I let dream die 
ByMattSedensky 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KILAUEA, Hawaii — She was 
lying on her surfboard, taking a 
break after catching some early 
morning waves, when the gray 
blur emerged near her left arm as 
it dangled in the Pacific. 
Bethany Hamilton was sud- 
denly being jerked back and 
forth. 
"I looked down at the red 
water," she recalled. "Right away 
I knew it was a shark and I knew 
my arm was gone." 
The 13-year-old lost more 
than half her blood and all but 
four inches of her arm, though 
those who witnessed the attack 
say Bethany never screamed or 
panicked. 
"There's no need for that," she 
told The Associated Press nearly 
three weeks after the Halloween 
attack, in one of the first in a 
series of interviews and TV 
appearances. "I wasn't that 
scared. I didn't think I was going 
to die or anything." 
Before the attack, Bethany was 
a top amateur surfer who was 
expected to turn pro. Now she is 
unsure whether she will ever surf 
competitively again. But she said 
she will not give up her passion. 
Tall and lean, with blond hair 
and a tan, Bethany has accepted 
her misfortune with remarkable 
serenity. 
"There's no time machine," 
she said. "I can't change it. That 
was God's plan for my life and 
I'm going to go with it" 
For all the nightmarish drama 
the    shark   attack   conveys, 
Bethany recounts it with non- 
chalance: She arose around 5 
.i.in on Oct. 31, heading out to 
do what she loves — surfing with 
her best friend, Alana Blanchard. 
After about a half-hour of action, 
she took a break, dangling her 
ami in the ocean when the 15- 
foot tiger shark attacked. 
Blanchard's father, Holt, surf- 
ing nearby, used a surf leash as a 
tourniquet. Fellow surfers towed 
her in on a surfboard. She 
blacked out briefly, then woke up 
ashore. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
SATURDAY 
Partly      "■*•*' 
Cloudy    Low:49 
MONDAY 
d 5ft Showers    High: 45' Low: 24' 
TUESDAY 
Partly     High: 38" 
Cloudy     Low: 25* 
F0RALLTHENEWSVlSITWWW.BfiNEWS.COM 
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BG News sponsors decorating contest 
Prove to us that decorating just isn't 
for holidays! 
Winners will receive gift certifi- 
cates for as much as $50 to the 
University Bookstore! 
Live off campus? Think your place has the 
best decor in town? 
Enter our contest for the best decorated 
place in BG and you might see it featured in our 
Off-Campus Housing Guide Dec. 2. 
Whatever makes your place stand out- 
posters, furniture, lights, murals etc—we want 
to see it! 
To participate, submit the entry form below 
with 2-3 color photoslsee example below) to 
210 West Hall or e-mail photos with the infor- 
mation below to: the news@bgnews.com by 
today at 5 p.m. 
Winners will receive gift certificates from the 





Brandon looking forward 
to speaking at FCA event 
BREAKFAST, FROM PAGE 1 
Athletes was founded in 1954 by 
Don McClanen. Since then, the 
FCA has grown into the largest 
interdenominational, school- 
based, Christian sports organiza- 
tion in America. The FCA focuses 
on serving local communities by 
preparing, empowering and 
encouraging people to make a 
difference for Christ. The Toledo 
branch serves Ohio's 
Northwestern athletes at the 
junior high through the collegiate 
level. 
Tickets for the benefit breakfast 
are $50 and may be purchased 
through the Northwest Ohio/ 
Toledo FCA. For more informa- 
tion contact (ill Ibsen at (419) 842- 
1824. 
Students get help 
with holiday stresses 
By Greg Barth 
REPORT!B 
Exams aren't the only things 
that cause stress for students. 
Last night the Counseling 
Center held a workshop giving 
students tips to deal with stress 
during the holiday season. 
The discussion, led by 
University counseling psychol- 
ogist Becky Davenport, offered 
students many tips to mentally 
combat stress, as well as a num- 
ber of exercises to physically 
relieve tension. 
One of the physical exercises 
explained was a breathing tech- 
nique in which the person 
inhales deeply, fills the lungs as 
if they were a balloon, holds the 
breath in for four seconds and 
exhales for six seconds. 
Another physical exercise 
outlined was an eating medita- 
tion in which the person eats 
very slowly, paying close atten- 
tion to everything they are 
doing, from reaching for the 
food, to smelling the food, 
chewing and swallowing. 
According to Davenport, the 
goal of this exercise was to prac- 
tice "staying in the moment, 
without worrying about any- 
thing else." 
Also explained was an exer- 
cise known as progressive mus- 
cle relaxation. This technique 
involves tensing different mus- 
cle groups, holding the tension 
for a few seconds, releasing the 
tension and repeating. 
Davenport recommended 
doing this whenever students 
feel physical stress. 
Besides physical activities, 
Davenport also suggested many 
mental exercises which can 
relieve stress. 
One of these exercises includ- 
ed figuring out what is causing 
you stress, and assessing how 
stressful that situation truly is. 
By doing this, Davenport 
said, students will realize that 
often times stressful situations 
are not as bad as they seem. 
Another goal of this exercise 
is to stop students from stress- 
ing about things that are un- 
attainable. Davenport gave the 
example of worrying about 
never having a supermodel 
body, when in actuality, it is 
almost impossible to attain that 
type of figure. 
The goal of the workshop was 
to "give students a few more 
tricks in their bag to manage 
stress," Davenport said. 
The handful of students in 
attendance said the event was 
helpful, and plan on using the 
techniques they learned. 
Syphilis cases on the rise; 
rate up 64 percent in West 
SYPHILIS. FROM PAGE 1 
rise primarily in groups of gay 
and bisexual men." 
Syphilis cases in the West 
soared 64.3 percent (1.4 cases 
per 100,000 to 23) between 2001 
and 2002 and climbed 54.5 per- 
cent in the Northeast (1.1 cases 
per 100,000 to 1.7 per 100,000). a 
rise caused in part by outbreaks 
in these regions' major cities — 
San Francisco, las Angeles, New 
York and Miami. 
The CDC also reported that 
prevention efforts appeared to 
be working in the South, which 
for the first time since 1984, no 
longer accounts for half of the 
country's syphilis cases. Also, 
women and non-Hispanic 
blacks saw a decline for the 12th 
consecutive year. 
In the past two years, the gov- 
ernment has repeatedly warned 
that gays and bisexuals may be 
letting down their guard against 
sexually transmitted diseases. 
About 40 percent of the new 
cases are from these groups, the 
CDC said. 
1 mittt When Gilligan's Island first aired on TV, people actually called the National Coast Guard to warn them that there were 7 cast aways stuck ashore. 
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^ CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
May & August 
Leases Available 
Call 352-9392 
for current listing 
These houses won't last long 
Call TODAY! 
FRO BOSi- RI-NTALS 
FIGHT THE 
FLU! 
Get your Flu Shot at 
the Union 
NOV. 21 
11:00pm - 1:00pm 
Room 222 
STUDENTS:   cost si o 
Must have your Student ID 
FACULTY AND STAFF: 
Cost $17 
Must have your BGSU ID 
All payable by cash, 
check or bursar. 
K\ K\  K\ K\  K\ K\ K\  K\  K\ K\ K\ K\  K\ K\ 
Kappa 'Delta 
Winter TormaC2003 
\'At the T'ofecfo Zoo on tfovemher 22nd at 79.7A. 
"KimBerly Wingo. .Jonathan "Baglione 
Vanessa "Klein Dana ■MiJtira 
Jennifer Zcifman "Brandon "Brouse 
Susan "Riddfehaugh "Tyler Mart 
Stephanie Shook. Xwan "McGregor 
Christine "rlentz "Michael "Puimmer 
Xriia "Preston "Drew "Heintz 
'Beth "McCaffa Alyx Xnglemann 
Stejihanie 'Buco Wei Campbell 
Sarah Casto. "Donald "Rasmussen 
"Heidi t Stacy Chris Coffins 
Coffeen Verbu 
Kathleen Woerntr.. 
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"Keffy Ashiacher. 'Adam "Bloomfiefd 
Jen Sotak. "Kris Schneider 
Xmity"Burcin Kraig "Buchert 
"Katit Lacher. Chris "Heff 
"Audrey "Roesch  
Julie "fhibault  
Shavma "hleal.  
 "Bryan "rimes 
 "Ben Gallagher 
 "Matt Letolanc 
Kat Qomez "Matt "Damon 
Lauren Schuster. ..."DanielLisy 
"Ashley Qreene Adam Weber 
Caroline "Kelly William "Kestfer 
Lauren "Dean. Justin "fimberlake 
Jamie Glasgow. "Brad "foreman 
tlicote "Detisio. "Brad"Pitt 
"iticolt Tutreff.  
Jennifer Qlivar.  
 Joe "Blanco 
.Michael Ian "Blaci 
The BGSU Economics Department 
pretend some excifing classes for Spring 2004... 
Economics 452/552 - INreRNATIONAL MONETARY 
and 
Economics 476 - GAME THEORY 
KON 452 {(oil #28081): Ever wonder*! oboul how oehongt ratei at dtlnmir.nl ond wU 
r.outti our bolonct of Irodt rWkil la be to lorgt? Ku how o (honor lo find oul by lokinq 
(CON 452 Ihn ipcingl Iht count mttli 7:007:50 cm AW ond n taught by Dr. lion Hoiofl 
olio btina, croti-liited with o graduate level count. Econ 552. Ibii count i 
[(ON 476 (Coll 110889): Hovt you tvtr wondtrtd oboul John Noih end why hii work n 10 
impoifont? Here n a chanct lo Find oul1 Ihn count it detianed for ttudenti who would lilct 
lo undtnlond more oboul pome Ihtoiy ond ill application). Iht count mttli 2:30-3:45 III 
ond ii louejhl by Dr. Kyoo Kim. 
Pleott check the on-line count detcripliom for precequmlet. 
Contact the Economic Department at 419-3/2-2646 If you have queilioni. 
w Vineyard Church in Bowling Green 
demonstrating passion for God & 
compassion for people.... 
Sunday @ 10:30 am 
meaningful  worship 
relaxed  &  casual 
at mosphere 
1160 North Main Street • Bowling Green, OH 419.686.8117 
2003-2004 
CAMPUS PHONE 
BOOKS ARE HERE! 
Check out the valuable 
coupons inside! 
@ 
THE INFORMATION  DESK 
Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
Off-Campus Students Pick Yours Up Today! 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Friday, November 21,2003 3 
FREE LSATTO BE HELD ON CAMPUS TOMORROW 
The test prep and admissions company Kaplan will 
be administering a practice Law School Admissions 
Test tomorrow at 10 a.m. in 224 Math Science. The 
test, sponsored by the Law Society, is free and will be 
conducted like a real LSAT. Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or 
go to kaptest.com to register. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
Schools see push 
for co-ed housing 
By Jessica Kaplan 
DAI IT   PiNNSYlVANIAN 
(U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA — 
As the University of 
Pennsylvania continues to 
review the Undergraduate 
Assembly's proposal to create 
coeducational on-campus hous- 
ing, other schools are already 
considering expanding their 
own co-ed dorm options. 
Although many universities have 
co-ed dormitories, it is still the 
rarity to find programs that per- 
mit members of the opposite sex 
to cohabitate. Schools that do 
permit these options include 
Wesleyan University, Haverford 
College, Brown University and 
Swarthmore College. 
Wesleyan University — the 
first to develop a program so rad- 
ical that it even surpasses the title 
of co-ed, which presumes only a 
binary view of genders— creat- 
ed a "gender-blind" floor this fall 
for students who are male, 
female or transgender. 
Having provided other types 
of coed housing for 20 years, 
Wesleyan Assistant Director of 
Residential Life Rich DeCapua 
said that such a floor "seemed to 
be the next logical step. We were 
surprised to find out that this 
was the first one in the country." 
"The floor is really an exten- 
sion of a lot of transgender pro- 
gramming that is going on 
around campus," DeCapua said. 
"We have such a supportive 
community for it." 
Only 12 students currently 
reside on the floor, but 70 to 75 
percent of sophomores, juniors 
and seniors live in some form of 
coed housing. 
Meanwhile, at Brown 
University, many students have 
been pressuring administrators 
to build upon the co-ed living 
options, as there has been some 
resistance in meeting all 
requests. 
Academic and Administrative 
Affairs Chair on Brown's 
Undergraduate Council of 
Students Charles Cummings 
said that "co-ed housing is 
extremely competitive to get; the 
areas designated as co-ed are the 
first to go" in the lottery. 
"The administration has been 
helpful, but 1 think they're hesi- 
tant to expand it too much 
more," added Cummings, a 
Brown sophomore. 
Brown Housing Officer Chad 
Manic said that the university has 
a set number of suites that per- 
mit co-ed habitation, but that 
there is no guarantee that they 
will be filled in this way. 
According to a report pub- 
lished by Brown's Residential 
Council, only 25 percent of 
upperclassmen who requested 
co-ed housing received it last 
academic year. The council pro- 
posed an expansion of locations 
for co-ed housing 
Students from The Queer 
Alliance at Brown expressed con- 
cern at a recent Residential 
Council meeting They demon- 
strated a need for transgender- 
specific housing, particularly for 
freshmen. 
Co-ed housing is also popular 
at Swarthmore, where approxi- 
mately 20 percent of the 1,300 
students living in campus resi- 
dencies opted for co-ed housing 
according to Assistant Dean and 
Director of Residential Life at 
Swarthmore College Myrt 
Westphal. The program is only in 
its third year, but Westphal said 
that it is already a campus stan- 
dard. 
"It's just part of the mix," she 
said, adding that it has grown 
since its development. The 
options take the form of suites 
and one-bedroom doubles, but 
Westphal said that Swarthmore 
tries not to promote the cohabi- 
tation of couples. The proposal 
was put forth by students from 
the LGBT community who com- 
plained that the old system 
offered "a heterosexist view of 
the world." Westphal noted that 
because of the wise and thought- 
nil manner in which they pur- 
sued the proposal, "there was no 
controversy about it." However, 
co-ed housing is not necessarily 
a growing trend — Haverford 
senior and Chairwoman of the 
Housing Committee Lisa Piraino 
said that "it is not that popular, 
and there is really not that much 
demand for it." 
Haverford College is rather 
progressive compared to some 
of its peers. Besides offering the 
usual co-ed residences, they 
allow mixed genders to share 
two-bedroom apartments. Less 
than 3 percent of Haverford's 
1,100 students choose this 
option, which is only available 
for upperclassmen. The school 
demands that three people 
reside together to prevent stu- 
dents from abusing the option 
for romantic purposes. 
"One man and one women 
would never be able to live 
together, they would need to pull 
in a third person," said Haverford 
Director of Student Housing 
Matha Thornton. The two stu- 
dents of the same sex would 
need to live in one room while 
the third student would live in 
the other. Thornton noted that 
their program — which is 
approximately five years old — 
does not target any one group of 
students. 
"It runs the gamut with the 
types of students who partici- 
pate," Thornton said. She noted 
that the program can grow with 
demand. But for now, she said 
that "students are very satisfied, 
students who want to partici- 
pate, can." 
Skip Peterson AP Photo 
SCHEDULE CHANGE: Nathan La Chance works on his multiplication project at his school in Dayton. 
La Chance's school is one of several in Dayton that may switch to a year-round schedule. 
Dayton schools now 
going year-round 
By lames Hannah 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DAYTON — The city schools 
would become the state's first big- 
city district to adopt to a year- 
round school calendar with a 
shortened summer break under a 
proposal by the superintendent. 
Percy Mack said yesterday he 
expects the school board to 
approve his proposal for next 
school year. 
Seven of Dayton's 33 public 
schools, with about one-fourth of 
the district's 18,600 students, are 
already on a year-round calendar. 
"You've got two districts on two 
different calendars," Mack said. "I 
feel that our board knows we 
have to get one calendar. They've 
been very supportive of that all 
along" 
There are only a few year- 
round schools in the other large 
school districts around the state. 
Two of the 145 schools in the 
Columbus school district operate 
year-round, along with one of 88 
Cincinnati schools andoneofl21 
Cleveland schools. There are 
none in Toledo, Akron or 
Youngstown. 
In Dayton, the year-round 
schools have month-and-a-half 
summer breaks from June to 
mid-July and longer breaks in the 
fall, spring and during the holi- 
days. Traditional school calen- 
dars nin from late August to early 
June, with a three-month sum- 
mer vacation. Both schedules 
require 178 school days. 
Mack's proposal will be pre- 
sented to the school board in 
early lanuary and would take 
effect in August. 
Mack said having schools on 
different calendars has created 
problems. 
For example, a student who 
transfers from a school with a tra- 
ditional schedule to a year-round 
school often has to play catchup, 
Mack said. 
Enrollment figures that are sent 
to the state for funding purposes 
have to be taken twice—once for 
the two different kinds of schools 
— and at separate times, he said. 
"For academics, for operations, 
for funding, all of these things are 
impacted," he said. 
Several board members sup- 
port year-round schools, citing 
research they say demonstrates 
that students tend to lose ground 
academically during a longer 
summer break. 
"For years, teachers and par- 
ents have noticed that in the 
summer months a lot of learning 
in the previous year gets lost," 
board member Mario Gallin said. 
Shorter summer breaks would 
enable students to take remedial 
or enrichment courses without 
the stigma of going to "summer 
school," she said. 
CAMPUS BLOTTER 
THe WeEKEnd iS AlmOST HeRE...ThE WEEkeND iS 
ALMost HEre...THe WeekENd Is AIMOST HEre!!! 
Wednesday: 
Complainant reported a distur- 
bance between two roommates in 
Batchelder Hall. 
Jeffeiy Frabell, Napolean, Ohio, was 
cited for marked lanes of travel. 
Jack Kananian, North Royalfon. 
Ohio, was cited for violation of a traf- 
fic control device. Court date 
Wendnedayat8:30a.m. 
Resident of Mac East hit her head 
and was feeling diay. She refused to 
be transported by BGFD to the Wood 
County Hospital. 
Erica Eichenshr. Columbus. Ohio. 
was cited for speed on Merry Street 
Court Date Wednesday at 8:30 a.m.. 
Complainant reported a stolen 
computer from Olscamp. 
Emily Heinsen, Bowling Green. Ohio. 
Teresa Coss, Cygnet, Ohio; both sub- 
jects were backing up at the same 
time and struck each others' vehicles. 
James Gill, Bloomdale. Ohio, had 
his vehicle struck by an unknown 
vehicle while parked in Lot E. 
Derek Bollel, Rossford. Ohio, was 
cited for stop sign violation. Court 
date Monday at 1 p.m. 
Complainant reported her vehicle 
was keyed while parked in Lot 8. 
Don't Throw Them Out! 
Recycle Your Used Batteries! 
Bring used household batteries 
(dry cell-AAA, AA, C, D, Ni-Cad, hearing aid, etc.) 
to BGSU Firelands Campus for recycling 
Funded by: Ohio Department of Natural Resources, 
Division of Recycling & Litter Prevention 
[ Have a Nice Weekend! 3 
iiagljifuttvAi tJ&lly '1'lpj 
If you have trouble registering for a full 
schedule, consider alternate courses, use wait 
lists, and talk with your advisor 
as soon as possible. 
 Sponsored by Advising Network 
DESIGNER 
LOOK~A-ttKi 
m 29 We've got the alphabet of B.C.D.F.G.IF. KS.L.P.T&V In Designer look-a-likes Found elsewhere @ S58-S89 
New styles each week! 
ACCESSORIZE 
S.D.I MONROE St 
TOLEDO 
(MAZELS SHOPPING CENTER) 
419-841-8556 
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"Always do what you want, and say what 
you feel, because those who mind don't 
matter, and those who matter don't mind." 





America needs an education first 
U-WIREI TECHNICIAN 
A report by the Global 
Campaign for Education 
released Tuesday listed 22 coun- 
tries, deemed "rich," that give aid 
to education efforts around the 
world. The Netherlands, Norway 
and Sweden were at the top of 
the list, while the United States, 
Greece and Denmark rounded 
out the bottom. 
The report charged the United 
States as the least generous giver 
based on national income and 
gave George W. Bush 12 marks 
out of 100 when rating interna- 
tional leaders. This report was 
based on an agreement in 2000, 
called "Education for All" where 
countries pledged funds to give 
every child in the world a basic 
education by 2015. 
Right now, over 100 million 
children do not attend school 
and 150 million will not finish 
their elementary education this 
year. Others at the bottom of the 
list were Spain, Japan, Italy and 
Austria A coalition of rich coun- 
tries provides $1.4 billion a year 
toward basic educations in poor 
countries, but $5.6 billion more 
is needed to educate every child. 
"The 5.6 billion is one-fifth the 
amount Americans spend on 
pizza each year and half of what 
Europeans spend on ice cream." 
Oliver Buston, of the develop- 
ment group Oxfam, said. 
While it is a nice thought to be 
able to educate all the poor chil- 
dren in the world, the reality is 
schools in America are struggling 
to maintain current levels of 
instruction thanks to state and 
federal budget cuts and impossi- 
ble standards set by the "No 
Child Left Behind" initiative, 
championed by President Bush. 
Yes, there is a need for school 
in poor and developing coun- 
tries, where there are not 
schools. The United States does 
give money toward that effort, 
but we must educate our own 
children first. Also, when it 
comes to advanced education in 
universities, the United States 
accepts thousands of exchange 
and international students every 
year into science, technology 
and humanity programs. 
Right now, there are teams of 
military and civilian personnel in 
Afghanistan and Iraq attempting 
to rebuild those countries infra- 
structure, including schools. But 
the fact remains each country 
must look to educating their own 
children in the elementary and 
secondary grades before sending 
aid and funding to other coun- 
tries to educate their poor. 
The world does look to 
America for aid when their econ- 
omy is down, when there is a 
natural disaster and when they 
are being attacked. America does 
give generously every year to 
such causes, but when our own 
children are not being educated, 
it does not make sense to send 
tax dollars overseas to educate 
the world. 
Big Ten, Buckeyes are overrated; 
Oklahoma set for national title 
MIKE SOPOCY 
Guest Columnist 
Being from Chicago and a 
junior here at BG, I have learned 
many things about people from 
or in Ohio. A major thing I have 
noticed is the massive amount of 
Ohio State fans at this school. 
Now everyone knows that they 
have a chance to ger into the 
Sugar Bowl and play for the 
national title, but do they really 
deserve to be there? The Big Ten 
Conference is usually the most 
competitive and strongest con- 
ference. 
This year I question that repu- 
tation because, to me, it seems 
they are a lot weaker. The BCS is 
designed to calculate all the sta- 
tistics and find the most deserv- 
ing team to play for the national 
title. The biggest problem I have 
with the BCS is the impact it has 
on the preseason games. When 
you look at Ohio State for exam- 
ple they played Washington who 
was ranked No. 19, San Diego St, 
NC State who was ranked No. 22, 
and Bowling Green. Where are 
the two teams that were ranked 
now? lust so happens that nei- 
ther team is ranked at this point 
of the season, and Ohio State 
gets credited for beating a 
ranked team. Teams are getting 
credited with a tougher strength 
of schedule then they really have, 
and since strength of schedule is 
a main category in the BCS, thats 
what's going to screw USC in 
playing Oklahoma in the nation- 
al title game. 
1 also mentioned how the Big 
Ten Conference is a lot weaker 
then usual. First off, there is no 
dominant team in the Big Ten as 
there usually is, and most of the 
teams are equally matched. 
Second, if you look at the teams 
that the Big Ten schools beat and 
lost to in the pre-season they 
include: Illinois State, Indiana 
State, Miami (Ohio), Buffalo, 
Iowa State, Arizona State, Central 
Michigan, Houston, Notre 
Dame, Western Michigan, 
Rutgers, Tulsa, Troy State, Ohio, 
La Lafayette, Kansas, Duke, 
Washington, San Diego State, NC 
State, Bowling Green, Temple, 
Kent State, Wake Forest, Arizona, 
West Virginia. Akron and North 
Carolina. All these teams listed 
are terrible and should have 
beaten the hell out of all of them. 
Especially Ohio State who only 
won by a touchdown in three of 
their games. Now if you look at 
the teams that the Big Ten lost to 
which include: Missouri, UCLA. 
California. Connecticut, 
Washington, Kentucky, Oregon, 
LousianaTech, Air Force, Miami 
(Ohio), Boston College, 
Nebraska, Bowling Green and 
UNLV 
I mean are you kidding me, 
Ohio State is beating teams that 
lost to your teams like 
Connecticut and Kentucky and 
your talking about your buck- 
eyes being in the national title 
game. I will give them credit for 
lasting as long as they have and 
they probably will beat Michigan 
in a close game but they sure as 
hell do not deserve to be in the 
national title game. 
If you ask me, Ohio State 
couldn't contend with anyone in 
the top ten except for Michigan 
because the Big Ten is weak. 
Yeah I know I can be wrong and 
bowl season will be the only 
thing to set me wrong. The big 
ten will most likely have eight of 
the 11 teams in bowl games 
which is ridiculous and I am pre- 
dicting that out of those eight 
games they will win three of 
them. 
Oklahoma cannot be beaten, 
and i want Ohio State to get in 
the national title game just to 
shut up all these Buckeye fans 
that think that they are even in 
the same league as Oklahoma. 
Then again anyone out of the 
state of Ohio definitely does not 
want to see an Oklahoma - OSU 
matchup; it will be too much of a 
blowout. USC and LSU would 
both end up being great con- 
tenders. I've hated OSU my 
whole life growing up as a Miami 
(Fla) and Northwestern, but 
hearing all these loonatics and 
actually experiencing a game at 
the horseshoe expands my 
hatred so much more. The only 
time I have ever rooted for 
Michigan is when Northwestern 
needed Michigan to beat Ohio 
State so they could get into the 
Rose Bowl, and they did so once 
again I will speak these words 
that hurt so much to say "Go 
Michigan and Go Blue" Give 
OSU what they need: an old 
fashion ass kicking 
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Greek groups valued 
with good reason 
JAMES OPACICH 
Guest Columnist 
Many non-Greeks at the 
University probably wonder 
why it devotes so much of its 
resources towards Greek life. 
After all, Greeks make up less 
than 15 percent of the campus 
population and occasionally 
there are reports in the media of 
one group or another acting in 
some irresponsible way. 
So why does the University 
care? Why does it have a whole 
office called Greek Affairs dedi- 
cated to maintaining and 
advancing Greek organizations? 
Why does the University spend 
the money to have the office 
space, two full-time staff mem- 
bers, a number of different part 
time advisers, a Web site, on- 
campus housing, scholarships 
and awards for Greek members 
in addition to all the adminis- 
tration work that goes along 
with it? One may contend that 
it's in the money, philanthropic 
money that is. 
One argument for investing 
in Greek life may be the broth- 
erhood and sisterhood that is 
created inside of these groups. 
However, others contend that 
those benefits can't be mea- 
sured in any tangible way. 
Another argument may be the 
interpersonal and business 
skills that these organizations 
provide. However, with the 
growth of other non-Greek 
campus organizations some 
now contend that individuals 
who may have joined a fraterni- 
ty or sorority may find alterna- 
tive leadership and organiza- 
tional development opportuni- 
ties elsewhere. The arguments 
are many but most ofthem are 
normative and cannot be mea- 
sured. 
Therefore universities, includ- 
ing this one, are like any other 
public institution in that they 
must see tangible results if they 
are going to invest in some- 
thing, often look at what Greeks 
donate. 
Although there may be some 
trouble proving Greek organiza- 
tions are worth the resources 
being invested in them, some 
data does exist that suggests 
Greek groups are well worth the 
investment. 
Greek groups across the 
nation produce the most active 
and philanthropic alumni 
According to the Delta Tau Delta 
International Fraternity's Web 
site at www.delts.org, "colleges 
receive more gifts and in greater 
amount from Iraternity and 
sorority alumni." They con- 
tribute money, come back to 
the University to see how things 
are going, go to sporting events, 
and spenefmoney at the their 
respective universities and with- 
in the towns that they are locat- 
ed. They spend and donate 
money and in the process spur 
growth. 
Therefore the profit far out- 
weighs the expense that the 
University incurs when invest- 
ing in groups that seemingly 
know now to nurture under- 
grads who will become great 
contributors. 
The ability of fraternities and 
sororities to create great alumni 
may stem from the activities 
that they take part in during 
their years as undergrade It is 
common for even the most 
mediocre fraternities and soror- 
ities to participate in communi- 
ty service ancf philanthropic 
events. 
On this campus, 22 Greek 
groups who submitted num- 
bers to the Office of Campus 
Involvement last spring raised 
4>ver$103,762 for charity and 25 
groups completed 20,386 com- 
munity service hours. 
Additionally, fraternities and 
sororities are some of the most 
active participants in campus- 
wide philanthropies such as the 
Dance Marathon — held every 
spring to benefit the Children's 
Miracle Network. 
One fraternity, Sigma Chi, 
raised over $16,000 for that 
event last year through their 
bike ride from Cincinnati to 
Bowling Green. The Sigma Chi 
fraternity and the Alpha Chi 
Omega sorority tied for the Gold 
Cup Award, an award given to 
the most philanthropic Greek 
group. The Alpha Chi Omega 
sorority's volleyball tourna- 
ment, in addition to other 
events, enabled the sorority to 
raise $16,000 for Dance 
Marathon and the First Step 
Shelter in Toledo. 
Successes such as these show 
how Greek undergrads con- 
tribute greatly to the communi- 
ty through these events and 
others and still have fun while 
doing it. 
In reference to the BETA 500 
held by Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 
Katie Strange of the Delta 
Gamma Sorority stated that "it's 
hard to imagine having that 
much fun can raise thousands 
of dollars for charity." Katie's 
sorority sister, Jenny Jones, 
added "that's probably why 
there's a philanthropic event 
held every weekend. It's a great 
way for students to have fun 
and better themselves while giv- 
ing back to the community." 
So although it may be hard to 
measure Greek life's worth 
based on brotherhood or sister- 
hood, on business skills and 
opportunities, or the fun that 
they may have, there is strong 
measure behind the Greek's 
ability to give back to the com- 
munity and the university that 
they call their alma mater. 
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OPEN FIELD: Cole Magner 
runs for daylight against Kent. 
Magner, the Falcons' leading 
receiver, leads BG into Muncie 
tomorrow to face off against 




By Zach Baker 
SPORTS EDITOR 
In many ways, the game 
between the Bowling Green foot- 
ball team and Ball State tomor- 
row doesn't mean a whole lot. 
No matter what happens 
tomorrow, BG will still play 
Toledo next week with the Mid- 
American Conference West divi- 
sion on the line. 
With that in mind, Falcon 
coach Gregg Brandon said that 
the game is still important to BG. 
"Our goal is to win the MAC 
West, and the last time 1 checked 
Ball State was in the MAC West," 
Brandon said. "It's a late season 
game and you like to be playing 
your best this time of year." 
Ball State comes into the game 
3-4 in the MAC, good enough for 
fifth place in the MAC. 
One of its wins came Oct 25 
against Toledo, when Ball State 
dominated the Rockets and 
came away with a 38-14 win. It 
remains the Rockets' only loss in 
MAC play. Despite that, the 
Cardinals have lost three straight 
conference games. 
Brandon said it is important 
for BG to realize what Ball State 
can do, despite the recent strug- 
gles. 
"You've got a team that's lost 
three in a row, that struggled up 
against Eastern Michigan, yet 
put up 500 yards of offense 
against Toledo," Brandon said. 
"You better prepare for that 
team, the one that beat Toledo, 
because they are capable of 
doing that" 
Despite the fact that BG does- 
n't have to win tomorrow to win 
the MAC West, Brandon said that 
the team will not treat the game 
any differently than it would any 
other game. 
"We will do whatever we have 
to do to win the football game," 
Brandon said. "However it 
shakes out, we'll make those 
decisions as the game progress- 
es, but we are going in there with 
our guns loaded." 
Falcon quarterback losh 
Harris said that BG will go into 
Muncie looking for a win, 
remembering what the Cardinals 
did to the Rockets. 
"You get up for a game like this 
because at BG, we hate losing," 
Harris said. "Ball State is a dan- 
gerous team; they beat Toledo 
pretty bad." 
The Falcons will be facing a 
Ball State team that often relies 
on the pass on offense In last 
week's loss to Eastern Michigan, 
Ball State threw 48 passes, the 
second most in Cardinal history. 
Ball State quarterback Tamadge 
Hill, a fifth year senior, has 
thrown more touchdown passes 
than anyone in Ball State history. 
The Falcons are heading to 
Muncie for the first time since 
1995, when the Cardinals beat 
BG, 30-10. The game begins at 1 
p.m. 





BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Men, women kick off seasons 
Ben SwanjBt BG News 
SEASON OPENER: BG's Ron Lewis, seen here against the 
Howard Pulley All-Stars, will lead the Falcons into their season- 
opener tonight against Urbana. BG coach Dan Dakich is looking 
for Lewis to make an increased contribution this season. 
By Elliott Schreiner 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Bowling Green men's bas- 
ketball team will get a chance to 
finally show what all the pre-sea- 
M ii i hoopla is about. 
Most publications have the 
Falcons finishing near the top of 
the Mid-American Conference 
standings and some, including 
The Sporting News and Street 
and Smiths, have the Falcons 
winning the league. 
The Falcons chance to show 
what they can do will come 
tonight at Anderson Arena The 
Falcons will host the Urbana 
Blue Knights to open the season 
and head coach Dan Dakich sees 
Urbana as a perfect team for the 
Falcons to work out any off-sea- 
son kinks. 
"They are a fast-paced team," 
he said. "They press and trap and 
that is something we don't do in 
practii'i'." 
The Blue Knights come into 
the game with three games 
under their belt, and have com- 
piled a 1 -2 record in those games. 
But the Falcons should not be 
fooled by these numbers, as 
Urbana has their share of talent- 
ed players. The Blue Knights will 
be led into battle by forward 
Antonio Davis, who is coming in 
MEN, PAGE 6 
By Chris Willig 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The women's basketball is set 
to open up their season this 
tomorrow at Youngstown State. 
This weekend's game will be the 
second time the team gets to 
play together, their first came 
the first week of November 
when they competed in an 
exhibition game against the 
AAU All-stars. 
Tomorrow's game will also be 
the season opener for 
Youngstown State. This year's 
meeting will mark the fifth 
straight time these two teams 
will play each other in the sea- 
son opener. 
Youngstown State defeated 
the Falcons in last year's debut 
by a score of 70-64, however, 
this year Youngstown State is 
starting the season under a new 
coach, Tisha Hill. The head 
coaching job is the first for Hill, 
who has spent 10 years as an 
assistant in the NCAA. 
Being under a new head 
WOMEN, PAGE 6 
Bm Swanjer BG News 
TRAVELING: Lindsay Austin drives against UT last season. 
Austin and the women's team travel to Youngstown State 
tomorrow. 
Hockey heads east to face Cornell, Colgate 
By Kevin Shields 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Bowling Green hockey 
team will head to New York this 
weekend to battle two teams 
from the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference. Tonight they will 
play at NIL 11 Cornell and then 
tomorrow they will head to 
Colgate. 
"You look through the non- 
conference  schedule,  in  the 
ECAC, when teams go into 
Cornell and Colgate it's a remark- 
ably difficult trip to play," head 
coach Scott Paluch said. "These 
will be two very tough buildings 
to play in, but this is what we 
want for our program. We want 
to take our team to places like 
these and go against this kind of 
competition." 
Tonight, the Falcons will play 
the Big Red of Cornell, who are 
currently ranked No. 11 in the 
national polls with a record of 3- 
1-2 on the season. Their big 
point man is Ryan Vesce with 12 
points on the year, including five 
goals and seven assists Matt 
Moulson is tied with vesce with 
12 points also having the same 
number of goals and assists. 
The Big Red are in the nation- 
al top 10 for goals a game and 
goals against, and have a strong 
net-minder in David McKee, 
who has a 2.12 goals against 
average. 
"When you look at Cornell, 
they have a real good amount of 
skill and play a very solid two- 
way game," Paluch said. "They 
lost one of the best goalies in col- 
lege hockey last year, but McKee 
has come in for them and really 
performed well. They were in the 
Frozen Four last year and are just 
an extremely strong team at 
home. Last season they went 15- 
0 at home and traditionally it's 
been a really tough arena to play 
in." 
Colgate is another strong team 
and is currently just outside the 
national top 15 with a record of 
4-3-1 on the year. 
They are lead by )on Smyth, 





By Tom Withers 
tHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WESTLAKE, Ohio — The 
fiancee of Cleveland Browns run- 
ning back William Green pleaded 
innocent yesterday to charges 
she stabbed the player in the 
back. 
Asia Gray, 22, was arraigned in 
the same courtroom where her 
boyfriend appeared three weeks 
ago after being arrested on 
charges of drunken driving and 
marijuana possession. She wore 
a blue jail uniform and appeared 
in Rocky River Municipal Court 
on video screen from the 
Westlake jail. 
Judge Maureen A. Gravens 
issued a temporary protection 
order against Gray, which pro- 
hibits her from having any con- 
tact with Green. 
If convicted of second-degree 
felony assault, Gray, who has no 
prior criminal record, faces two 
to eight years in prison and a 
$15,000 fine. She also faces a six- 
month sentence and $1,000 fine 
for a first-degree domestic vio- 
lence charge. 
Several members of Gray's 
family wet" in the courtroom, 
where Gravens set bond for 
$18300. 
Gray's two children with Green 
are currently under the care of 
family members and a nanny. 
Green will be allowed to visit the 
children but not while Gray is 
with them. 
Her attorney I lenry I lilow said 
his client is innocent. 
"She was in another room 
when it happened and she called 
for help," Hilow said. "It's also 
important to note that she took 
him to the hospital." 
Green sustained a puncture 
wound under his left shoulder 
blade during a fight, police said. 
Green's lawyer, Brian P. 
Downey, said yesterday that the 
running back was released from 
Metrol lealth Medical Center in 
Cleveland on Wednesday night 
and was doing fine Downey said 
he was told that Green received a 
superficial cut that required 
three stitches. 
GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS 
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OPEN FIELD: Cole Magner 
runs for daylight against Kent. 
Magner, the Falcons' leading 
receiver, leads BG into Muncie 
tomorrow to face off against 




By Zach Baker 
SPORIS EDlTOR 
In many ways, the game 
between the Howling Green foot- 
ball team and Hall State tomor- 
row doesn't mean a whole lot. 
No matter what happens 
tomorrow, BG will still play 
Toledo next week with the Mid- 
American Conference West divi- 
sion on the line. 
With that in mind, Falcon 
coach Gregg Brandon said that 
the game is still important to B( '•. 
"Our goal is to win the MAC 
West, and the last time I checked 
Hall State was in the MAC West,'' 
Brandon said. "It's a late season 
game and you like to be playing 
your best this time of year." 
Ball Stale comes into the game 
3-4 in the MAC, good enough for 
fifth place in the MAI'.. 
One of ils wins came Oct. 25 
against Toledo, when Ball Slate 
dominated the Rockets and 
came away with a 38-14 win. It 
remains the Rockets' only loss in 
MAC play. Despite that, the 
Cardinals have lost three straight 
conference games. 
Brandon said il is important 
for BG to realize what Ball State 
can do, despite the recent strug- 
gles. 
"You've gol a team that's lost 
three in a row, that struggled up 
against Easlern Michigan, yet 
put up 500 yards of offense 
against Toledo," Brandon said. 
"You better prepare for that 
team, the one that beat Toledo, 
because they are capable of 
doing dial." 
Despite the fact thai BG does- 
n't have lo win tomorrow to win 
the MAC West, Brandon said that 
the team will not treat the game 
any differently than it would any 
oilier game. 
"We will do whatever we have 
lo do to win the football game," 
Brandon said. "However it 
shakes out, we'll make those 
decisions as the game progress- 
es, but we are going in there with 
our guns loaded." 
Falcon quarterback Josh 
Harris said diat BG will go into 
Muncie looking for a win, 
remembering what the Cardinals 
did to die Rockets. 
"You get up for a game like this 
because at BG, we hate losing," 
Harris said. "Ball State is a dan- 
gerous team; they beat Toledo 
pretty bad." 
The Falcons will be facing a 
Ball Slate learn that often relies 
on the pass on offense. In last 
week's loss to Eastern Michigan, 
Ball Slate threw 48 passes, the 
second most in Cardinal history. 
Ball State quarterback Tamadge 
Hill, a fifth year senior, has 
thrown more touchdown passes 
than anyone in Ball State history. 
The Falcons arc heading to 
Muncie for die first time since 
1995. when the Cardinals beat 
BG, 30-10. The game begins at 1 
p.m. 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Men, women kick off seasons 
Ben Swanter BG Item 
SEASON OPENER: BG's Ron Lewis, seen here against the 
Howard Pulley All-Stars, will lead the Falcons into their season- 
opener tonight against Urbana. BG coach Dan Dakich is looking 
for Lewis to make an increased contribution this season. 
By Elliott Schieinei 
SPORIS REPORIER 
The Howling Green men's bas- 
ketball team will gel a chance to 
finally show what all the pie-sea- 
son hoopla is about. 
Most publications have the 
Fakons finishing near the top of 
the Mid-American Conference 
standings and some, including 
The Spoiling News and Street 
and Smiths, have the Falcons 
winning the league. 
The Falcons chance to show 
what they can do will come 
tonight at Anderson Arena. The 
Falcons will host the Urbana 
Blue Knights to open the season 
and head coach Dan Dakich sees 
Urbana as a pcrlccl learn for the 
Falcons lo work mil any oil-sea- 
son kinks. 
"They are a fast-paced team." 
he said. "I hey press and trap and 
that is something we don't do in 
practice." 
The Blue Knights come into 
the game with three games 
under their belt, and have com- 
piled a 1 -2 record in those games. 
Hul the Falcons should not he 
fooled by these numbers, as 
I frbana has their share of talent- 
ed players. The Blue Knights will 
be led Into bailie by forward 
Antonio Davis, who is coming in 
MEN, PAGE 6 
By Chris Willig 
,P0»IS REP0R1IR 
The women's basketball is set 
to open up their season this 
tomorrow at Youngslown State. 
I his weekend's game will be the 
second time the team gets to 
play together, their lirsi came 
the first week of November 
when the] competed in an 
exhibition game against the 
AAU All-stars. 
Tomorrow's game will also be 
the season opener for 
Youngstown State. This year's 
meeting will mark the fifth 
straight time these two teams 
will play each other in the sea 
son opener. 
Youngslown state defeated 
the Falcons in last year's debui 
by a score of 70-64, however, 
iliis year Youngslown State is 
Starting the season under a new 
coach. Tislia Hill. The head 
coaching job is the first for HOI, 
who has spent III years as an 
assistant in the NCAA 
Being under a new head 
WOMEN, PAGE 6 
Ben Swanger Hi; N>.v. 
TRAVELING: Lindsay Austin drives against UT last season. 
Austin and the women's team travel to Youngstown State 
tomorrow. 
\ FOR THE A< 
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0CIA1ED PRESS 
ARBOR, Mich. — Ohio 
fense is impressive, but it 
Micliigan. 
verines' offense is spec- 
but it hasn't faced die 
college football's best 
s will match up against one 
lenses when No. 4 
Ohio StaMBys at No. 5 Michigan 
for the outright Big Ten title and tin 
automatic BCS bid 
The Buckeyes give up just 505 
yards rushing per game— lOyards 
less than the second-ranked team 







nation in poinl 
total defense (2' 
TheWolverine 
a game, rankiiig^witi 
nation,  with   the   l-lth-ranki 
offense thai averages 188 yards on 
the ground and 270 yards in the air. 
"I think Michigan is as explosive 
on the offensive side of things as 
OSU-MIC 
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Hockey heads east to face Cornell, Colgate 
By Kevin Shields 
SPORIS REPORTER 
The Bowling Green hockey 
team will head to New York this 
weekend to battle two teams 
from the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference. Tonight they will 
play at No. 11 Cornell and then 
tomorrow they will head to 
Colgate. 
"You look through the non- 
conference  schedule,  in  the 
FCAC, when teams go into 
Cornell and Colgate it's a remark- 
ably difficult trip to play," head 
coach Scott Paluch said. "These 
will be two very tough buildings 
to play in, but diis is what we 
want for our program. We want 
to take our team to places like 
these and go against this kind of 
competition." 
Tonight, the Falcons will play 
the Big Red of Cornell, who are 
currently ranked No. 11 in the 
national polls with a record of 3- 
1-2 on the season. Their big 
point man is Ryan Vesce with 12 
points on the year, including five 
goals and seven assists. Matt 
Moulson is tied with Vesce with 
12 points also having the same 
number of goals and assists. 
The Big Red arc in the nation- 
al top 10 for goals a game and 
goals against, and have a strong 
net-minder in David McKee, 
who has a 2.12 goals against 
average. 
"When you look at Cornell, 
they have a real good amount of 
skill and play a very solid two- 
way game," Paluch said. "They 
lost one of the best goalies in col- 
lege hockey last year, but McKee 
has come in for them and really 
performed well. They were in the 
Frozen Four last year and are just 
an extremely strong learn at 
home, last season they went 15- 
0 al home and traditionally it's 
been a really tough arena lo play 
in." 
Colgate is another strong team 
and is currently just outside the 
national top 15 with a record of 
4-3-1 on the year. 
They are lead by Ion Smyth, 





By Tom Withers 
1HE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WESTLAKE, Ohio — The 
fiancee of Cleveland Browns run- 
ning back William (Ireen pleaded 
Innocent yesterday to charges 
she slabbed the player in the 
back. 
tola (iray, 22. was arraigned in 
the same courtroom where her 
boyfriend appeared three weeks 
ago al'tei being arrested on 
Charges of drunken driving and 
marijuana possession. She wore 
a blue jail uniform and appeared 
in Hocky River Municipal Conn 
on video screen from the 
Westlake jail. 
lodge  Maureen A. Gravens 
issued a temporary protection 
order against Gray, which pro- 
hibits her from having any con 
tad with Green, 
If convicted of second-degree 
felon) assault, Gray, who has no 
prior criminal record, faces two 
to eight years in prison and a 
S15,000 line. She also laces a six- 
month sentence and $1,000 fine 
for a first-degree domestic vio- 
lence charge. 
Several members of Gray's 
family were in die courtroom, 
when Gravens set bond for 
$18500. 
(i ray's two children with (Ireen 
an currently under the care of 
family members and a nanny. 
Green will lie allowed to visit the 
children but not while Cray is 
with them. 
Her attorney I lenry I blow said 
his client is Innocent 
"She was in another room 
when ii happened and she called 
for help," llilow said. "It's also 
important to note that she look 
him to the hospital" 
(ireen sustained a puncture 
wound under his left shoulder 
blade during a fighl, police said. 
Green's lawyer, Brian 1! 
Downey, said yesterday that the 
running back was released from 
Melrollealth Medical Center in 
Cleveland on Wednesday night 
and was doing fine. I towney said 
he was told that (ireen received a 
superficial cut that required 
three stitches 
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Ben Swanger BG News 
OPEN FIELD: Cole Magner 
runs for daylight against Kent 
Magner, the Falcons' leading 
receiver, leads BG into Muncie 
tomorrow to face off against 




By Zach Baker 
SPORTS EDITOR 
In many ways, the game 
between the Bowling Green foot- 
ball team and Ball State tomor- 
row doesn't mean a whole lot. 
No matter what happens 
tomorrow, BG will still play 
Toledo next week with the Mid- 
American Conference West divi- 
sion on the line. 
With that in mind, Falcon 
coach Gregg Brandon said that 
the game is still important to BG. 
"Our goal is to win the MAG 
West, and the last time I checked 
Ball State was in the MAG West,' 
Brandon said. "It's a late season 
game and you like to be playing 
your best this time of year." 
Ball State comes into the game 
3-4 in the MAG, good enough for 
fifth place in the MAG. 
One of its wins came Oct. 25 
against Toledo, when Ball Slate 
dominated the Rockets and 
came away with a 30-11 win. It 
remains the Rockets' only loss in 
MAG play. Despite that, die 
(ordinals have lost three straight 
conference games. 
Brandon said it is imponant 
for BG to realize what Ball State 
can do, despite the recent strug- 
gles. 
"You've got a team that's lost 
three in a row. that struggled up 
against Eastern Michigan, yet 
put up 500 yards of offense 
against Toledo," Brandon said. 
"You better prepare for that 
team, the one that beat Toledo, 
because they are capable of 
doing that." 
Despite the fact that BG does- 
n't have to win tomorrow to win 
the MAG West, Brandon said that 
the team will not treat the game 
any differently dian it would any 
other game. 
"We will do whatever we have 
to do to win die football game," 
Brandon said. "However it 
shakes out, we'll make those 
decisions as the game progress- 
es, but we are going in there with 
our guns loaded." 
I .ill mi quarterback losh 
Harris said that BG will go into 
Muncie looking for a win. 
remembering what the Cardinals 
did to the Rockets. 
"You get up for a game like this 
because at BG, we hate losing," 
Harris said. "Ball State is a dan- 
gerous team; they beat Toledo 
pretty bad." 
The Falcons will be facing a 
Ball State team that often relies 
on the pass on offense. In last 
week's loss to Eastern Michigan, 
Ball State threw 48 passes, the 
second most in Cardinal history. 
Ball State quarterback Tamadge 
Hill, a fifth year senior, has 
dirown more touchdown passes 
than anyone in Ball State history. 
The Falcons arc heading to 
Muncie for die first time since 
1995, when the Cardinals beat 
BG, 30-10. The game begins at 1 
p.m. 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Men, women kick off seasons 
Ben Swanger BG Mm 
SEASON OPENER: BG's Ron Lewis, seen here against the 
Howard Pulley All-Stars, will lead the Falcons into their season- 
opener tonight against Urbana. BG coach Dan Dakich is looking 
for Lewis to make an increased contribution this season. 
By Elliott Schreinei 
SP0RIS RtPORHR 
The Bowling Green men's bas- 
ketball team will get a chance to 
finally show what all the pre-sea- 
SOn hoopla is about. 
Most publications have the 
Falcons finishing near die lop of 
the Mid-American Conference 
standings and some, including 
The Sporting News and Street 
and Smiths, have die Falcons 
winning die league. 
The Falcons chance to show 
what they can do will come 
tonight at Anderson Arena.   The 
Falcons will host die Urbana 
Blue kniglils 10 open the season 
and head coach I tan I )akicli sees 
Urbana as a perfect team for die 
Falcons to work out any off-sea- 
son kinks. 
"They are a fast-paced team," 
he said. "I hey press and Irap and 
that is something we don't do in 
practice." 
The Blue Knights come into 
the game with three games 
under their bell, and have com- 
piled a 1 -2 record in those games. 
Bui the Falcons should not lx' 
fooled by these numbers, as 
I frbana has their share of talent- 
ed players. The Blue Knights will 
be led into battle by Forward 
Antonio Davis, who is coming in 
MEN, PAGE 6 
By Chris Willig 
SP0RIS RtPORttR 
The women's basketball is set 
to open up their season ibis 
tomorrow at Youngstown State 
This weekend's game will lie the 
second time die team gets to 
play together, their first came 
die lirsi week of November 
when they competed in an 
exhibition game against the 
Ml) All-stars. 
Tomorrow's game will also lie 
the season opener for 
Youngstown State This year's 
meeting will mark the filth 
slraiglu time these two teams 
will play each oilier in die sea 
son opener. 
Youngstown Male defeated 
the Falcons in last year's debut 
by a SCOre of 70-64, however. 
this year Youngstown State is 
starting the season under a new 
coach,  Tislia  Hill.   The  head 
coaching job is the first for Hill, 
who has spent HI years as an 
assistant In the N( \\. 
Being  under  a  new   head 
WOMEN, PAGE 6 
Ben Swanger BG News 
TRAVELING: Lindsay Austin drives against UT last season. 
Austin and the women's team travel to Youngstown State 
tomorrow. 
BATTLE 
ARBOR. Mich. — Ohio 
ifense is impressive, but it 
played Michigan. 
ilverines' offense is spec-   • 
fc but it hasn't faced die V"# 
Buckeyes 
One ill college football's best 
defenses will match up against one 
the tOWIjffenses when No.   I 
Ohio Stawffiys at No.."> Michigan 
for the outright Big Ten tide and tin 
automatic ECS bid. 
The Buckeyes give up just 505 
yards rushing per game— lOyards 
less than the second-ranked team 







rutdon in poini 
total defense [Z 
The Wolverines 
a game, ranking Mi 
nation,   with   the   I4tli-rank 
offense that averages 188 yards on 
the ground anil 270 yards in the air. 
"I diink Michigan is as explosive 
on the offensive side of things as 
Hockey heads east to face Cornell, Colgate 
By Kevin SIMMs 
SPORTS RfPORIfR 
The Bowling Green hockey 
team will head to New York this 
weekend to battle two teams 
from the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference. Tonight they will 
play at No. 11 Cornell and then 
tomorrow they will head to 
Colgate. 
"You look through the non- 
conference  schedule,  in  the 
ECAC, when teams go into 
Cornell and Colgate it's a remark- 
ably difficult trip to play," head 
coach Scott Paluch said. "These 
will be two very tough buildings 
to play in, but diis is what we 
want for our program. We want 
to take our team to places like 
these and go against this kind of 
competition." 
Tonight, the Falcons will play 
die Big Red of Cornell, who are 
currendy ranked No. 11 in the 
national polls with a record of 3- 
1-2 on the season. Their big 
point man is Ryan Vesce with 12 
points on the year, including five 
goals and seven assists. Matt 
Moulson is tied with Vesce with 
12 points also having the same 
number of goals and assists. 
The Big Red are in the nation- 
al top 10 for goals a game and 
goals against, and have a strong 
net-minder in David McKec, 
who has a 2.12 goals against 
average. 
"When you look at Cornell, 
diey have a real good amount of 
skill and play a very solid two- 
way game," Paluch said. "They 
lost one of the best goalies in col - 
lege hockey last year, but McKee 
has come in for diem and really 
performed well. They were in the 
Frozen Four last year and are just 
an extremely strong team at 
home. last season they went 15- 
0 at home and traditionally it's 
been a really tough arena to play 
in." 
Colgate is another strong team 
and is currently just outside the 
national top 15 with a record of 
4-3-1 on the year. 
They are lead by Ion Smyth, 





By Tom Withers 
IHt ASSOCIAtfD PRESS 
WESTLAKE, Ohio - The 
fiancee of Cleveland Browns ni li- 
ning back William Green pleaded 
innocent yesterday to charges 
she stabbed the plaver in the 
back. 
Asia Gray. 22, was arraigned in 
the same courtroom where her 
boyfriend appeared three weeks 
ago after being arrested on 
charges of drunken driving and 
marijuana possession. She wore 
a blue jail uniform and appeared 
in Rocky River Municipal Court 
on video screen from the 
Westlake jail. 
lodge  Maureen A. Gravens 
issued a temporal) protection 
order against Gray, which pro- 
hibits her from having any con- 
tact with Green. 
If convicted of second-degree 
felony assault, Gray who has no 
prior criminal record, faces two 
to eight years In prison and a 
$15,000 fine. She also laces a six- 
month sentence and $1,000 fine 
for a first-degree domestic vio- 
lence charge. 
Several members of Gray's 
family wee In the courtroom, 
where Gravens set bond for 
$18300. 
Gray's two children with Green 
arc currently under the care ol 
family members and a nanny. 
Green will be allowed to visit the 
children but not while Gray is 
with them. 
Her attorney 1 lenry I lilow said 
his client is innocent. 
"She was in another room 
when it happened and she called 
for help," Hilovv said. "It's also 
imponant to note that she took 
him to die hospital." 
Green sustained a puncture 
wound under his left shoulder 
blade during a fight, police said. 
Green's lawyer, Brian P. 
Downey, said yesterday dial the 
running back was released from 
Metrollealth Medical Center in 
Cleveland on Wednesday night 
and was doing fine. Downey said 
he was told that Green received a 
superficial cut that required 
three stitches. 
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Steelers host Browns 
in AFC North clash 
By Man Robinson 
IHE   ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PITTSBURGH — Holcomb or 
Couch. Couch or Holcomb. 
It hardly mattered to the 
Steelers which Browns quarter- 
back faced them Sunday in 
Cleveland, since either Kelly 
Holcomb orTim Couch would be 
coming off a career-best perfor- 
mance against them. 
1 lolcomb, hurt when the teams 
met seven weeks ago, will oppose 
them for the first time since 
throwing for 429 yards in a 36-33 
playoff loss in lanuary, the most 
yards passing by any NFL quar- 
terback in a non-overtime post- 
season game. 
The Steelers' secondary has 
been reminded about that con- 
stantly the last couple of days — 
except, of course, when it wasn't 
being asked about Couch's 20-of- 
25 performance in the Browns' 
33-13 victory in Pittsburgh on 
Oct. 5. In those two games com- 
bined, Holcomb and Couch were 
46 of 68 for 637 yards, five touch- 
downs and two interceptions. 
"Their game plan is to get the 
ball to their receivers and that's 
what they do," cornerback 
Deshea Townsend said. "Both of 
them do things well. Kelly, he 
throws on time, while Couch, he 
kind of trusts his arm a litde 
more. Holcomb, he knows your 
defense and throws to spots 
where he thinks you're not going 
to be." 
Holcomb also did a lot of that 
last week, taking advantage of 
Arizona's man-to-man coverage 
to go 29 of 35 for 392 yards and 
three touchdowns in a 44-6 victo- 
ry. It was his best game in the NFL 
— except, of course, for the day 
he did everything to the Steelers 
but beat them. 
For all the Steelers' troubles — 
and they are many, widi six losses 
in seven games and repeated 
breakdowns on defense — 
Holcomb doesn't expect to have 
nearly as much time to throw as 
he did against Arizona. 
The Steelers won't be suckered 
into going man-to-man against 
Cleveland's deep receivers but 
will rely on the same two-deep 
zones that New England and 
Oakland used to effectively neu- 
tralize the Browns. 
With the Steelers (3-7) and 
Browns (4-6) both only one more 
loss away from all-but-certain 
playoff elimination, Holcomb 
expects to sec a more desperate 
team than Couch saw in October. 
"I don't know if they brought as 
much pressure the last time as 
they did in the playoff game," 
Holcomb said. "I would see them 
going back to that. But you don't 
know what they are going to do or 
what they are thinking, so you 
have to be prepared for whatev- 
er." RIVALRY: Cleveland Browns quarterback Kelly Holcomb (10) will 
lead his team against archrival Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday. 
leers prepare for big 
weekend in New York 
HOCKEY FROM PAGE 5 
who is coming off a four goal 
performance against Clarkson 
and named ECAC player of the 
week. In net, Steve Silverhorn is 
their leader and is part of a goals 
against average that is No. 19 in 
the country. 
"Colgate brings a team that 
has some pretty good offensive 
dynamics, in that they can 
scramble around and make 
some really good plays," Paluch 
said. "They also have a lot of skill 
with strong play all-around and 
are also a very tough team to 
play at home." 
For the Falcons, Bryan Dobek 
was the lone goal scorer this past 
weekend at lake Superior. He 
was able to register his first two 
career goals on Friday night in a 
4-2 loss, but Paluch knows how 
big it was to get production from 
him. 
"It's just going to be a matter 
of time before Bryan breaks out 
here offensively and die more 
games he gets under his belt, the 
better he'll get," Paluch said. "It 
was great to see production 
from him this past weekend and 
he just brings another scoring 
threat to our team when he is on 
the ice." 
Dobek spoke about how he 
had been anticipating his first 
goal and how it felt like it was 
about time it happened. 
"Finally. It felt like finally and I 
have those two goals under my 
belt now that will hopefully lead 
to more," Dobek said. "I'm ready 
to go out and help the team pro- 
duce more scoring chances and 
get more points on the board." 
He knows how big this week- 
end will be and the challenges 
that lay ahead of him and his 
teammates in New York. 
"It's going to be a pretty tough 
weekend for us, but it's not 
impossible by any means," 
Dobek said. "We're are going to 
go and play our best this week- 
end ... hopefully we can come 
out on top. This can give us 
more momentum rolling into 
Ohio State and Ferris State in the 
next two weekends as well if we 
can perform well at these places 
this weekend." 
The game against Cornell will 
start tonight at 7 p.m. and the 
game at Colgate tomorrow will 
be at 3 p.m. Both games can be 
heard on 88.1 FM with Andy 
Evans doing play-by-play. 
YSU a familiar spot 
WOMEN FROM PAGE 5 
coach has made preparing for 
Youngstown State difficult for the 
Falcons. "Their entire roster is 
back, so we are comfortable with 
their personnel and what their 
strengths and weaknesses are. 
But with a brand new coach it is 
hard to tell what they are going to 
run offensively and defensively," 
said Falcon head coach Curt 
Miller. "We have to concentrate 
on ourselves and make our kids 
aware of all the strengths and 
weaknesses of the individual 
players, but really with the first 
game of the year and with a first 
year head coach you don't have 
the ability of preparation of what 
they are going to do." 
Despite not knowing what to 
expect from Youngstown State, 
the Falcons arc extremely excited 
for the beginning of the season. 
This year's Falcon team includes 
seven freshman, two of which 
will start, and only two seniors. 
"I think they are going to come 
out and play with a lot of energy 
but I expect some nerves," said 
Miller. "It will be interesting to see 
strolling the Freshmen out in an 
away venue instead of home. 
They have a couple of exhibition 
games under their belt but they 
hare yet to play on the road. So I 
know there will be nerves but 
there should be a lot of energy." 
The opening game, however, 
will be nothing new to the two 
Falcon seniors, Lindsay Austin 
and Stefanie Wenzel. The season 
opener will mark the 80th start 
for Austin, who also has 337 
career assists for the Falcons. 
Wenzel, who enters this season as 
a major scoring contributor, has 
averaged double figure scoring in 
the past two seasons for the 
Falcons. 
This season will also be the 
Uiird for the Falcons head coach. 
Miller is currently 21-35 as head 
coach, and diis weekend's game 
has some significance for the 
third year coach. Miller recorded 
his first collegiate victory at 
Youngstown Slate two years ago. 
"I'm excited about being back 
there," said Miller. "I think it is 
going to be two hungry teams 
that are very similar on paper and 
I m anxious to see how the game 
turns out." 
Following the season opener 
the Falcons will be headed home 
to host Detroit in the home open- 
er. The Tuesday night game will 
be the first half of a double head- 
er.The men's game will follow. 
The Falcons, who had the best 
increase in attendance in the 
MAC last season, will undoubt- 
edly be looking forward to 
returning to the crowds of 
Anderson Arena. 
Wolverines will have 
to win with the pass 
OSU-MICHIGAN, FROM PAGE b 
any team in the country," Ohio 
State coach Mm Tressel said. 
"Our guys know dial they're in 
for their stiffest challenge of the 
year." 
Michigan's Chris Perry runs 
for 130 yards a game, ranking 
third in the country, and he's 
scored 17 touchdowns. 
Some Wolverine running 
backs — such as Tim 
Biakabutuka (313 yards in 1995) 
and lamie Morris (210 yards in 
1986) — have had big games to 
help the Walverines beat Ohio 
State. But Perry isn't focused on 
joining that select group. 
"I could care less if I have I 
yard rushing" said Perry, who is 
65 yards from being the fourth 
Michigan ninning back with 
1,500 yards. "As long as we win, 
I'm happy. You're defined by 
winning. Nobody cares if you 
ran for 200 yards and lost." 
Offensive tackle Tony Pape 
said the key to a win will be 
Michigan's running game. Pape 
will often be matched up 
against defensive end Will 
Smith, who has 10.5 sacks and a 
Big Ten-best 20 tackles for loss- 
es. 
"It will be a defining game for 
me facing a player like Will 
Smith," Pape said. 
Center Dave Pearson said the 
game will determine how 
Michigan's offensive line is 
viewed. 
"If we can go out and be suc- 
cessful, we will be viewed as a 
good offensive line," Pearson 
said. "If we are not successful, 
we will be the downfall of the 
team." 
The Buckeyes want to stop 
the run. then fluster lohn 
Navarre. 
"Trbu have to get some pres- 
sure on the quarterback and get 
him thinking and do some 
things so he gets confused," 
strong safety Will Allen said. 
"With any good quarterback, 
you've got to get him thinking a 
little bit to mess up the whole 
rhythm of the offense." 
Carr didn't choose to be seri- 
ous when he was pressed about 
his plans on offense. 
"I think we're probably going 
to have to throw every down," 
Carr said. "You'll probably see 
us with no backs in the back- 
field and just throwing." 
All jokes aside, Carr is looking 
forward lo devising a game 
plan. 
"Thai's the fun of the game, 
trying to find out a way lo win 
and a way lo offensively have 
some success," he said. 
Because most teams have 
been forced to throw a lot 
against Ohio State, some have 
had success doing it. The 
Buckeyes are the Big Ten's sev- 
enth-ranked team against the 
pass, giving up 225.2 yards a 
game. 
Passing however, may make 
Michigan happy. 
Navarre has completed 58.7 
percent of his passes for 2,782 
yards with 21 TDs and eight 
interceptions. He said Ohio 
Stale has the best defense he's 
seen. 
"Some teams we've played 
had a good secondary and 
some had a good defensive 
line," Navarre said. "I think this 
team has a great defensive line, 
a great corps of linebackers and 
a very solid secondary. They 
have the whole package." 
When the senior drops back 
to pass, he has talented targets. 
Braylon Edwards (68 recep- 
tions, 901 yards, 12 TDs) and 
lason Avant (42 receptions, 706 
yards, 2 TDs) are the best pair of 
receivers in the Big Ten. No 3 
receiver Steve Breaston is capa- 
ble of turning a short pass into a 
long gain. And Perry, who has 
caught 37 passes, is just two 
catches away from breaking 
Michigan's record for recep- 
tions by a running back. "It's 
not like you can say, 'Well, lei's 
match up on these three guys, 
and we won't worry about the 
rest,' because they're all capa- 
ble," Tressel said. "So it gives you 
a ton of problems." 
Dakich still unsure about starting five 
MEN, FROM PAGE 5 
averaging 17.3 points and 12 
rebounds per game. He will be 
helped out by point guard Al 
Davenport, whom the Falcons 
faced last year when they played 
Urbana 
"They have a new coach that 
brought in some athletic kids 
from his junior college," Dakich 
said. "And they have a quick linle 
guard. Most teams in the MAC 
have a quick guard and it will be 
good to face that." 
The Falcons have a few 
weapons of their own, as they 
have five starters returning. The 
team is led by center Kevin 
Nelter, who was the team's lead- 
ing scorer last season at 15.3 
points per game. Forward lohn 
Reimold was the team's second 
leading scorer al 15 points per 
game and guard Ron Lewis put in 
12.5 points per game as an All- 
MAC freshman performer. Even 
with all of the solid options 
returning Dakich still isn't sure 
which five players will start the 
game. 
"I did know, but then I got crab- 
by," Dakich said. "I had her set, 
then the whole idea went south." 
Part of the reason for the prob- 
lems is the depth the Falcons 
have this year. The Falcons return 
labari Mattox, Josh Almanson 
and Germain Fitch from injury 
on top of the five newcomers to 
the team. 
"We started Austin 
(Montgomery] against Howard 
Pulley because he was playing 
better in practice," Dakich said. 
"Josh lAlmansonl has not really 
been practicing and labari 
[Mattoxl has been practicing and 
will play Friday. 1 don't want to 
over do them." 
The Falcons will get a chance 
to test their wings at 7 p.m. 
tonight in Anderson Arena 
BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK 
Pulse Editor Angela L Getter and BG 24's own Shawn 
Ounagan share their football expertise (or lack there of) 
with us this week. With the 100th meeting between 
archrivals Ohio State and Michigan on the horizon, there 
will be many broken hearts in the BG area on way or 
another Saturday night. 
No. 22 Bowling Green at 
Ball State 
BOWLING GREEN 14.5 FAVORITE 
No. 4 Ohio State at 
No. 5 Michigan 
MICHIGAN 7 FAVORITE 
Penn State at 
Michigan State 
MICHIGAN STATE 5 FAVORITE 
" 
Western Michigan at 
Toledo 
TOLEDO 12.5 FAVORITE 
Utah at 
BYU 
UTAH 8 FAVORITE 
Boston College at 
No. 12 Virginia Tech 























BG will win, and so 
will the Browns Ana 
the Cavs. And me. 
Michigan 
29-19 
Get the logic here? I 
bet you do. 
Michigan State 
21-6 
I'm a militant anti- 
Smoker, but Penn 
St. is really bad. 
Toledo 
20-10 
UT wins in a game 
more meaningless 
than bubble wrap. 
Utah   *■■■ 
45-35 




Virginia Tech is 12. 
End of story. 
•   « 
DAN GEDNEY 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Bowling Green 
28-21 
Falcons will be chal- 
lenged to not look 
ahead to Toledo. 
Ohio State 
17-16 
Anothpr Big Ten title 
and a Sugar Bowl 
berth. 0-H! ... 1-0! 
Michigan State 
49"3 ___^__ 
Joe Pa. a little more 




Rockets win no 
impact game. 
Utah 
(Coach Liar, err. 




No Flutie miracles in 
the works for BC 
this time. 




It'll be close, but 




Hello! The Buckeyes 




Defense will be in 




Why choose UT? Will 
anyone be at this 
game? 
BYU     Hi 
35-21 
This time, the 




Yeah baby, what do 
the "Goldies" have 
on "Hokies"? 
SHAWN OUNAGAN 
BG 24 News stud 
Bowling Green 
49-17 
The Falcon receivers 
have tun in Muncie. 
Ohio State 
24-21   .^_—_ 




Jeff Smoker smokes 




This sets up the MAC 
West showdown. 
Utah 
Urban will work his 
magic and win a 
close one again. 
Virginia tech 
35-0 
Zach Baker is the 
man. 
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MICHAEL JACKSON SURRENDERS ON WARRANT 
(AP)—Authorities released no details of the case beyond a war- 
rant accusing Michael Jackson, 45, of multiple counts of lewd or 
lascivious acts with a child under 14, an offense punishable by 
three to eight years in prison. 
Jackson returned to California from Las Vegas, where he was 
making a video, a day after authorities announced a warrant for 
his arrest had been issued. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
New rule brings more cell deals 
ByMarkNiesse 
THE ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS 
ATLANTA — Don'! leave! Pick 
me! 
Cell phone companies are 
blanketing the market with price 
cuts, extra minutes, premium ser- 
vices and sleek handsets to lure 
customers from rivals and make 
sure their own subscribers don't 
bolt come Monday. 
That is when new federal rules 
will begin that allow legions of 
dissatisfied customers and bar- 
gain-hunters to switch wireless 
companies without losing their 
cell numbers. 
Wireless phone companies 
tried hard to block the rule from 
taking effect, but are trying to 
make the best of it now that it is 
here, baiting customers with 
some of the most generous deals 
ever. 
They are offering more min- 
utes and cheaper rates, camera 
phones and other cutting-edge 
handsets, as well as enhanced 
features such as faster Internet 
connections and walkie-talkie 
services. 
T-Mobile, for example, expand- 
ed its free weekend calling feature 
to include all day Friday, the 
busiest calling day of the week. 
Sprint and Cingular have taken 
a similar tack, offering to roll back 
the start time for off-peak calling 
from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m. The option 
costs $5 a month at Sprint, and $7 
at Cingular, which is also offering 
500 extra minutes for customers 
to use if they exceed their month- 
ly allotment. 
This week, AT&T Wireless 
unveiled major upgrades in 
speed and features for its wireless 
data services, and planned to 
announce a new option today to 
cut the charges for calls above the 
subscriber's monthly allowance 
to 8 or 9 cents per minute, down 
from 25 to 40 cents Previously, 
the company also halved the 
charge for extra phones on an 
account to $9.99 a month. 
Also this week, Sprint launched 
an aggressively priced walkie- 
talkie service, an area long domi- 
nated by Nextel, which along with 
Verizon Wireless has generally 
stood on the sidelines of the mar- 
keting frenzy. 
But even Verizon, which is the 
market leader and insists there is 
no need to go beyond its normal 
holiday offers, is pushing a 2-for- 
1 deal on a Nokia handset and cut 
the price on an LG camera phone 
to $100 after a $50 mail-in rebate. 
The catch? 
Most of these deals require an 
agreement to stay with the same 
company for a year or two. 
"It's a lot cheaper to keep an 
existing customer than acquire a 
new one," said Cingular 
spokesman Clay Owen, noting 
that it costs about $350 in market- 
ing and promotions to sign up 
each new customer. 
If there's one reason that many 
would-be switchers may choose 
to stay put for now, it's that about 
75 percent of the nation's 152 mil- 
lion cell phone users are under 
contract and subject to stiff 
penalty fees if they terminate 
early. 
Even so, wireless companies 
are cleariy eager to steal cus- 
tomers from their rivals, espe- 
cially those subscribers with no 
contract or penalty fees to worry 
about. Many have wanted to 
switch for some time, but didn't 
want to give up an established 
cell number. 
"It's a good idea, because you 
don't have to tell everyone your 
new number," said 21-year-old 
Kenny Richardson of Atlanta, the 
city with the highest percentage 
of households with mobile 
phones. "But then you have to 
deal with the new contracts." 
And, if the competition turns 
especially fierce, today's bargains 
could prove a costly mistake 
compared with new deals down 
the road. 
Verizon, Cingular and AT&T 
Wireless have set up Web pages 
where customers from other 
companies can pre-register to 
switch. Those customers can 
expect to receive phone calls or 
e-mails with cell phone deals. 
Other companies are providing 
information on their sites about 
how to switch over your number 
to them. 
Estimates of how many people 
will switch vary widely, ranging 
from several million to as high as 
30 million in the first year. 
For the most part, cell phone 
companies haven't pegged their 
promotions to the new phone 
number rules, which are man- 
dated by the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
Instead, they are touting the 
deals as holiday sales pitches 
designed to offer the best service 
possible. Verizon, in particular, 
has tried to maintain a business- 
as-usual posture. 
"I don't want to be arrogant 
here, but if you noticed, all of the 
other carriers are already doing 
their advertising and pre-posi- 
tioning themselves," said 
Verizon CEO Ivan Seidenberg 
during an earnings conference 
call Oct. 28. "This is an issue for 
everyone else to worry a lot 
about and for us to keep doing 
what we're doing." 
Dennis Cook AP Photo 
MOBILE NUMBERS: Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., holds up a cell phone Wednesday on Capitol Hill 
during a news conference to discuss a new portability rule which will allow cell phone users to keep 
their phone number when they switch providers. 
Fla. elections supervisor removed 
By Brendan Farrington 
111 ASSOCIATED PRESS 
TALLAHASSEE, — Gov. jeb 
Bush removed Broward County's 
elections supervisor from office 
yesterday, citing neglect and 
incompetence including an 
embarrassing 2002 primary 
marked by bad ballots and 
uncounted votes. 
"Unfortunately, events over the 
last year make it clear that voters 
have been ill served by her lead- 
ership," Bush said in a letter to the 
Senate president informing him 
of the decision to oust Miriam 
Oliphant. She can ask the state 
Senate to review the decision and 
reinstate her. 
Sheriffs deputies stayed with 
Oliphant as she informed her 
staff and gathered her personal 
belongings, and sheriff's spokes- 
woman Cheryl Stopnick said 
Oliphant was "fully complying" 
with    the   governor's    order. 
Oliphant smiled and waved as 
she left. 
The order came less than a 
month after a report from the 
secretary of state's office saying 
Oliphant's office was poorly man- 
aged and unprepared for upcom- 
ing elections 
Oliphant had until Nov. 10 to 
explain how she would correct 
the problems, but she never sub- 
mitted a plan. She had vowed to 
stay in office, however, calling 
much of the criticism unfounded 
and asserting that she had not 
violated any laws, procedures or 
ethical standards. 
Yesterday, her attorney David 
Bogenschutz said he wasn't 
happy about the governor's order, 
"but at least it stops the twisting 
in the wind and places us in a 
position where we can at least 
respond." 
"This is great news for the peo- 
ple of Broward County," said lim 
Smith, who served as secretary of 
state during the 2002 primary. "I 
suspect it will be news well 
received there because people 
have suffered not knowing 
whether their vote would count." 
Bush appointed 60-year-old 
Brenda Snipes — a retired ele- 
mentary school principal who, 
like Oliphant, is a black Democrat 
— to the elections post. 
Oliphant's supporters had 
claimed she was targeted 
because of her race. 
Snipes said she hopes to have 
the office in good shape before 
the March 9 presidential primary. 
"1 think if I thought it could not be 
done, I would not have said yes," 
she said. 
Broward County, anchored by 
Fort Lauderdale, has more regis- 
tered voters than any other coun- 
ty in Florida and is expected to 
play a key role in next year's pres- 
idential election. 
Oliphant, a former school 
board member, won the elec- 
tions supervisor post in 2000. in 
the same chaotic election that left 
the presidential race in doubt for 
weeks. 
Hoping to avoid another spec- 
tacle of officials checking punch- 
card ballots by hand, the state ini- 
tiated a $32 million overhaul of its 
election system. Broward intro- 
duced voting machines with 
touch screens, similar to ATMs. 
But Oliphant was pressured 
into giving up most of her 
responsibilities after the botched 
Democratic gubernatorial pri- 
mary in September 2002. 
In that election, voters received 
bad ballots and inaccurate regis- 
tration information; some polls 
opened late and others closed 
early; and thousands of votes 
went uncounted for a week after 
the election. The mistakes were 
all the more embarrassing 
because the gubernatorial pri- 
mary, narrowly lost by former 
U.S. Attorney General lanet Reno, 
had national attention. 
Secretary of State Glenda I Iood 
ordered the assessment of 
Oliphant's office after Oliphanl 
fired four key subordinates, 
including the deputy supervisor. 
The report, released Oct. 24, 
called the office "a very disjointed 
organization fraught with low 
morale and constant uncertain- 
ty-" 
The Republican governor and 
presidential brother ordered her 
suspended indefinitely after 
receiving a follow-up analysis of 
Oliphant's operations from 
I lood's office on Wednesday. 
"Ms. Oliphant was given the 
opportunity to correct the seri- 
ous problems in her office. Once 
again she offered denial, instead 
of service, to voters who placed 
their trust in her," Bush said. 
Recent firings and resignations 
have left 15 of the office's 69 posi- 
tions vacant. The investigation 
found no apparent efforts to fill 
those spots. 
The reports also said many poll 
workers had refused to keep 
working on elections run by 
Oliphant and noted the absence 
of a training program for poll 
workers. 
An audit issued a year ago 
found Oliphant overspent her 
budget by nearly $1 million. Bush 
declined to intervene al that 
point despite hundreds of e- 
mails pushing him to remove her. 
The last elections supervisor to 
be removed from office, )an 
Pictrzykof Leon County in 1986, 
ultimately was reinstated by the 
state Senate. 
"What we're going to have to 
try to do is try to make the deter- 
mination as to whether or not 
she's competent or has been 
competent to do the duties 
assigned to her. Not an easy task." 
Senate President lim King said. 
Check out exclusive news on the BG News Web Site at <nrvww.bgnews.com> 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE! 
SUMMER 04 & FALL 04 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
319 E. Wooslcr Street, Bottling Green, OH 
Located Across from laco Bell. 
RENTAL OfnCE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday lo f rtday 8:30- to 5:30 
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
wwwJohnnewloverealestau.com 
www.bgsufalcons.com 
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BCSU vs. Urbana 
Friday Nov. 21st 
7:00 p.m. 
Anderson Arena 
Students come and see your Falcons 
take on the Urbana Blue Knight* today 
In Anderson Arena the 
"House that Roarsr 
For Ticket Information 1-877 BCSU Ticket 
■ 
PULSE ONLINET 
Where to go for your 
fix of the latest CD 
review, Triumph the 
Insult Comic Dog's, 
Come Poop With Me. 
get a 
Tife 




Black Swamp Pub 
8 p.m. 
"Fiddler on the Roof" 
Eva Mane Saint Theater 
10 p.m. 
Star Runner 
Nate & Watty's 
10 p.m. 
Black Swamp Coalition 









"Fiddler on the Root" 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
10 p.m. 
Dl Hootie 
Nate & Watty's 
10 p.m. 
Fuzzy Samuels 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 




"Fiddler on the Root" 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
9:30 p.m. 




Nate & Watty's 
Monday 
10 p.m. 
OJs Zach & Kehoe 
Nate & Watty's 
Tuesday 
Karaoke Night 








open to BG residents 
The International Ubrary 
of Photography is offering 
$60,000 in prizes this year in 
the International Open 
Amateur Photography 
Contest. The contest is open 
to everyone and entry is free. 
Entries must be postmarked 
by March 1,2004. For more 
info, or to submit your photo 
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Now showing;'One Happy Movie* 
By Andrea Wilhelni 
ASSISTANT PULSE EDITOR 
What makes you 
happy? 
That's exactly what four 
college students set out to 
discover while traveling 
cross-country from 
Orlando to New York Gty 
during the production of 
the documentary film 
titled "One Happy Movie." 
The students, from the 
University of Central 
Florida and Full Sail, set 
out on this quest to dis- 
cuss something so simple, 
yet rarely asked. From 
rich to poor, white to 
black, young to old, they 
found answers to the 
question, "What makes 
you happy?" 
Executive producer, 
Aaron Mighty, 24, came 
up with the concept 
when he was an under- 
graduate student in 2001. 
"I was about to gradu- 
ate and I didn't know 
what 1 wanted to do." he 
said. "I thought to myself, 
if I'm not happy, what do 
others do to make them- 
selves happy?" 
The documentary was 
filmed Aug. 18 through 
Aug. 27 during which 
time the student film- 
makers visited 13 states, 
interviewing over 360 
individuals at more than 
40 locations, including 
small towns, cities, busi- 
nesses, churches, acade- 
mic institutions, amuse- 
ment parks, the American 
Idol™ auditions and 
Ground Zero in New York 
City. 
The documentary is 
being called "the greatest 
reason to believe in hap- 
piness" by Aaron Mighty. 
He states, "the journey 
alone was like a roller 
coaster of ups and downs 
with tons of laughter in 
between" and guarantees 
that the film will provoke 
similar emotions into an 
audience. 
In addition, the film- 
makers added music to 
the film using an exclu- 
sive list of local artists. 
"Everyone can enjoy a 
great movie that has just 
as great of a soundtrack," 
Mighty said. 
The documentary, 
which has already 
sparked a great deal of 
debate and national 
attention, will premiere 
on Saturday in the 
Orlando, FL area. 
Aaron Mighty says 
there are two things he 
would like audiences to 
take away from the film. 
"One is that we hope 
people will be really inter- 
ested in how people find 
happiness and two, that 
they will walk away with a 
better understanding of 
what happiness is." 
  HAPPY.PAGE9 
KEEP YOUR FIBERS ON THE PULSE OF UP AND COMING TALENT AT WWW.BSNEWS.COWPULSE 
KMlraKtffgTWiiiRlniffi 
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ACTION! I SECOND IN A 3-PART SERIES 
Writer's first 
at Cla-Zel 
By Eric Harm 
PULSE WHITER 
Due to time constraints, 
budget problems and script 
problems lay Ellison's film 
"Portrait of Desire" has been 
sliced down to a two minute 
short All of his time and 
focus is currently on "Full 
Moon Fever." 
"Full Moon Fever" is a 
zombie action thriller that he 
started working on in the 
beginning of last summer. 
This film is about Zombies 
who only come out when 
there is a full moon to eat the 
flesh of humans to survive. 
Photo Provided 
IN THE FLESH: A scene from 
Jay Ellison's latest film produc- 
tion. 
The hardest part for Ellison 
in filming was figuring out a 
way to have a steady camera 
movement. He first tried 
using a skateboard to film low 
angle shots with no success. 
He later found that sitting in 
the back of a leep Cherokee 
was the most effective way to 
get the shot he wanted. 
With the constraints of 
working on a very small bud- 
get, Ellison relies on receiving 
help from many other people. 
Aaron Calafato who plays the 
main character whose goal is 
to destroy the Zombies has 
been with Ellison ever sense 
his first film "Disclosure." "He 
has grown so much as an 
actor," Ellison said. 
Other actors to be featured 
in "Full Moon Fever" include: 
Ryan Cadwallader (main 
zombie), Mera Neslin, 
Andrew M. Lamarche, Wes 
Border and Simon Morgan 
Russell. Ellison even makes a 
cameo appearance during 
the prologue due to a lack of 
cast members. 
An amazing visual effects 
sequence was created by 
Andy lyon and Mike 
Bahurinsky. The soundtrack 
was composed by Seann 
Flynn and Sean Hagerty. Matt 
Fredericks handled the cine- 
matograph, and Brad Carper 
was the co-producer. 
"The perfonnances are 
solid; everyone did a great 
job," Ellison said. According 
to Ellison, the people who 
worked on diis project are the 
people who believed in the 
film. It takes a lot of time and 
commitment to complete 
such a big production. 
"I think everybody is going 
to be happy with the way it 
turned out," Ellison said. I le 
is expecting a large turnout 
for the premier at the Cla-Zel 
TheaterDec.l4.Thefilmis 
going to be shown with three 
other firs which were also 
made by film students 
involved with the University 
Film Organization (UFO). 
Tickets are going on sale 
Dec. 10 for $5 per person. All 
of the proceeds are going to 
be put towards keeping the 
Cla-Zel Theater in operation, 
purchasing new film equip- 
ment for UFO and paying 
guest speakers to come talk 
on campus. 
Currently Ellison is working 
night and day to finish the 
final editing for the film. 
Ellison believes that the edit- 
ing process is ultimately one 
of the most important parts 
when producing a film. 
"Editing brings the film 
togedier and creates the nar- 
rative" Ellison said. 
When the film is complete- 
ly finished, Ellison is going to 
begin promoting the film. He 
is going to make poster to 
promote the film and 
fundraiser, and will put an ad 
in the paper. Ellison encour- 
ages people to attend, and 
believes audiences will enjoy 
the film. "It's got lots of action, 




New music group 
to be in Union 
Weszt will be promoting 
their debut CD Darkness 
Shines, in the Multipurpose 
room of the Union today. 
With members including: 
Micheal Pugh.drums; David 
IScnkiii.ui. lead guitar and 
back-up vocals; Eric 
Murray, guitar and back-up 
vocals, Bobby Lane, bass 
and back-up vocals and 
Weszt, lead vocals and gui- 
tar. 
Based in Orlando, 
Florida, Weszt hit the indie 
rock scene in 2002. 
With the producer of 
Dashboard Confessional, 
lames Paul Wisner, the 
band knocked out a 10- 
song CD, which the band 
boasts as a "lyrical assault." 
Their first single off the 
album, Pretty Vampire," is 
the first from the album to 
hit radio stations around 
the country. 
Check out more about 
Weszt on their website: 
www.weszt.com. 
U. performer happy 
with staying local 
By Joe Bugtiee 
PUISE WRITER 
Katie Stanko is busy these 
days. Not only is she halfway 
through her junior year at the 
University, which includes 
being a resident advisor, she is 
also quite the mobile musician. 
She has been 
playing at Easy 
Street Cafe's 
"Open Mic Night" 
every Tuesday for 
the past several 
weeks. 
Tonight she will 
be featured, along 
with fellow musi- 
cians Pat Watkins 
and Ryan 
Creamer, at Sea 
Lion Studio, 182 
S. Main. Stanko 
will be perform- 
ing at 9:30p.m. 
and there is a $2 
cover. 
Q: How long 
have you been 
playing? 
A: Only for about two years 
actually. I come from a pretty 
musical family, and I play 
piano. But the guitar is mobile, 
so I decided to give it a try. 
Q: Was there one defining 
moment that made you pick 
up that guitar, besides it being 
mobile? 
A: My aunt is the only mem- 
ber of my family that plays gui- 
tar. So when 1 got to school, she 
lent me a 12-string, basically 
givingme one year to learn it. 
But it was growing up watching 
her play that made me want to 
try it. 
Q: I remember reading that 
you said that love songs are the 
easiest songs to write. Care to 
elaborate on that? 
A: Because when you feel 
Q&A 
WITH KATIE STANKO 
love, it just bounces every- 
where. You know love takes on 
so many forms, so many emo- 
tions. It's easy to write about. 
Q: What are your feelings on 
the BG music scene so far? 
A: (Laughs) It's kind of funny. 
It's a small town and for a small 
town it's not bad. But there are 
too many musicians here thai 
take it too seriously, like you 
have to make it here. 
It's a tun scene, but there's not 
enough places for acoustic acts. 
Q: Do you have a favorite 
place to play in BG? 
A: Easy Street's Open Mic 
Night. It's so open and there's 
no pressure. 
Q: When you're up on stage, 
do you play for just for yourself, 
or do you hope the audience 
gets something out of your per- 
formance? 
A: I care a lot (about the per- 
formance) 1 just love to perform 
and 1 want people to feel some- 
thing. I want them to come up 
to me after a show and tell me 
what my songs meant to them. 
One time someone came up to 
me and said a 
song of mine 
reminded 
them of gyp- 
sies! Gypsies! 
Q: Do you 
have any pre- 
show rituals? 
A: I drink a 
lot of water 
and just sit 
there. Then I 
kind of talk a 
lot because 
I'm so ner- 
vous. Then I 




I'm nervous. I 
do a lot of dorky things on 
stage. 
Q: What are you listening to 
right now? 
A: In my CD player I have 
some old Liz Phair. lately I've 
been into the luliana Theory 
and luliana Hatfield. and I've 
always loved old limmy Eat 
World. 
Q: What the best part of 
being a musician? 
A: Everything. I just love per- 
forming, just getting up there 
and singing. Everything about it 
is wonderful. 
Q: In five years, where are 
you musically? 
A: I don't want to be huge. I'm 
realistic, I just want to play. 
I just want to one of those 50 
year olds that gets told to get off 
the stage. But I won't. 
Primetime phenomenon 
comes to Bowling Green 
By Rachel Bobak 
PULSE WRITER 
An essay contest determined 
the heterosexual male contes- 
tant for the show "Queer Eye for 
the BG Guy" created by the staff 
in the 1 larshman Quad. 
The production staff of the 
firming included,:Ryan Keytack, 
coordinator; Melissa Quinones, 
producer and lohn Hejduk, 
cameraman. They envisioned 
the idea of the show to aid in 
the hall's student personal 
development. 
Keytack said that the purpose 
of their venture is in support of 
"The Laramie Project." "The 
Laramie Project is a play, it is 
not line that takes sides. It is a 
play that shares many respons- 
es from the community in 
Laramie, Wyoming," he said. 
In the Harshman Quads, the 
staff of "Queer Eye" had a 
month for preparalion of pro- 
gramming for the intent of dis- 
playing their affections about 
"The laramie Project." The staff 
revealed their idea on a prompt 
posted in the Quads. 
The essay was not necessarily 
about "The laramie Project," 
but it instructed students to 
write about why they would 
think they would be good for 
the show. 
"Queer Eye for the BG Guy" 
was based off of the actual 
makeover show, "Queer Eye for 
the Straight Guy." 
For this project, there were 
five homosexual males, dubbed 
the "Fab Five" who took out four 
heterosexual male essay contest 
winners. 
The "Fab Five" took the four 
winners out shopping for 
clothes, changed their hair style 
and redecorated their rooms. 
One of the contest winners, 
Clayton Moore, said, "1 enjoyed 
what they did to my room and 
to my appearance. It was tun." 
Moore was glad that he was able 
to take part in the project. 
The project "Queer Eye for 
the BG Guy" debuted in the 
Harshman Quads on Tuesday, 
Nov. 4. 
There was over 250 students 
who viewed the film. Ryan 
Keytack explained, "There is 
speculation about a project next 
semester having to do with 
women." Hopefully, the specu- 
lation will transpire into an 
actual event. 
Presently, the production staff 
of "Queer Eye" unsure if the film 
will be shown on campus again. 
Stay tuned to the calendar of 
events for further develop- 
ments. 
Producers need USDA approval 
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East of 1-75 on Bowling Green 
Road, Meijer has a refrigerated 
section with organic produce. In 
the cooler are stacks of non- 
refrigerated organic produce, like 
potatoes. "It seems like it's gain- 
ing more and more popularity," 
said Edwin Fernandez, Meijer 
produce and bulk food leader of 
five years, said. "I've been run- 
ning out of room for places to 
put it" 
Fernandez is able to special 
order some items. "Once in a 
while, there will be a customer 
that wants something organic 
that we usually don't carry and 
111 order it for them," he said. 
Some Meijer locations have 
already expanded the number of 
display cases and organic prod- 
ucts in stock. The Bowling Green 
location plans on expanding 
soon, said Fernandez, but no 
date has been set for the expan- 
sion. 
Many consumers have opted 
to go organic because of the 
dangerous effects of pesticides. 
"Organic food is free of all chem- 
ical pesticides, weed killers and 
chemical fertilizer," owners of 
(jarden Spirit Farms, Russell and 
ludy Chester, said. The 10-acre 
organic farm outside of Mt. 
Blanchard, Ohio, was founded in 
1999 and supplies Squeaker's 
with some of its organic pro- 
duce. 
"Regular produce contains 
carcinogens and are especially 
dangerous to young children," 
Andre said. "It can be hard on 
their developing immune sys- 
tems." 
"When I started eating more 
organic my body felt better," 
Squeaker's cafe" client, Terri 
Opperman, said. Opperman, a 
freshman, eats at the cafe" about 
twice a week, buys organic face 
scrub and deodorant from 
Squeaker's, and says the prod- 
ucts are comparable in price and 
quality to grocery stores like 
Kroger or Meijer. 
Organic products tend to cost 
slightly more than non-organic 
products due to increased labor 
cost and a heightened risk of loss 
because no pesticides are used. 
"Unless we're talking dairy or 
frozen food, I think the costs 
have become very comparable 
in probably the last six months 
because the demand is there and 
the shelf life is just about as 
long," Gonder said. 
All grocery locations said their 
top-selling item is bagged salad. 
Broccoli slaw is a second hot 
item at Meijer, according to 
Fernandez. At Squeaker's, the 
avocado bagel and cookies are 
popular, while organic 
Guatemalan coffee is pouring 
faster than other organic coffees 
at Grounds for Thought. 
New standards adopted last 
year, by the United States 
Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), require anything labeled 
organic to contain 95 percent 
organic ingredients. 
The new guidelines also state 
growing methods must meet 
heightened USDA standards to 
be a USDA certified organic 
farmer. Farmers must apply to 
grow USDA certified organic 
produce. 
"The land must be chemical 
free for three years before you 
can be considered for certifica- 
tion," Russell of Garden Spirit 
Farm said. Compost tempera- 
ture and water testing are only 
two of many items checked by 
tile new USDA standards. 
"Up to this point, speciality 
coffee has been self-regulated," 
Wicks said about their organic 
coffee. The Organic Crop 
improvement Association, had 
overseen the legitimacy of coffee 
beans sold as organic in the 
international market. 
Bowling Green does offer sev- 
eral outlets for organic con- 
sumers, but each one offers its 
own unique characteristics. 
Squeakers donates to environ- 
mental and animal rights 
groups, offering personalized 
service and the cafe". Grounds 
for Thought distributes and 
serves four types of organic cof- 
fee. Kroger offers around the 
same selection in groceries as 
Squeaker's, but has the benefit 
of one-stop grocery shopping 
with non-organic products in 
the next aisles over. Meijer will 
special order produce and is 
looking to expand soon. No 
matter where one goes for 
organic produce the statistics 
show the popularity of this food 
sub-segment will continue to 
grow. "It's just healthier for you," 
Andre said. 
ORGANIC FOOD FACTS 
•Those frequently exposed to 
pesticides were almost five 
times more likely than those 
not exposed to have poor 
memory and slowness of 
thinking. 
• Increased exposure to 
chemical pesticides leads to 
an increase in miscarriage, 
birth defects, infertility, 
Parkinson's disease and 
some types of cancer. 
• Over 20 percent of pesti- 
cides currently registered in 
the U.S. are linked to cancer, 
birth defects, developmental 
harm or nerve damage. 
• The average American eats 
about 14 pounds of additives 
each year. Pesticide-related 
illnesses in the U.S. are esti- 
mated to occur as many as 
300,000 times a year. 
• Strawberries have more 
pesticides than any other 
fruit. Other produce high in 
pesticides are U.S. cherries 
and apples, Mexican can- 
taloupes and most Chilean 
fruits. 
Source: wmt.jrussellheslth.com 
FINDER'S TOP TEN 
1. PEARL JAM 
Lost Dogs 
2. STONE TEMPLE PILOTS 
Thank You 
3. G UNIT 









8. KID ROCK 
Kid Rock 
9. SHERYL CROW 
Very Best Of 
10. Tupac-. Resurrection 
TOP 5 DVDs 
1. "Terminator 3: Rise of the 
Machines" 
2. "Bonnaroo 2003:270 Miles 
From Graceland" 
3. "Johnny Cash/ Hurt" 
4. "Coldplay/ Live 2003" 
5. "Rolling Stones: Sympathy 
For The Devil" 
WFAL FIVE ALBUMS 
ON THE RISE 
1. LIVING THINGS 
Resight Your Rights 
2. FLAMING LIPS 




4. Various Artists 
A Santa Cause (Punk Rock 
Xmas) 
5. Various Artists 





HAPPY, FROM PAGE 8 
The student filmmakers will 
then continue to share their dis- 
coveries and experience by tour- 
ing the same production route to 
showcase the film within select 
cities throughout December and 
January. 
"Our goal is to get as many 
people as possible to go see it," 
Mighty said. "I think people will 
be amazed by what we went out 
and did and hopefully they will 
get the same emotions we did 
making it by just watching." 
So what is the one thing all 
people who watch the film have 
in common, according to 
Mighty? 
"Everyone will leave happy." 
To learn more about the docu- 
mentary film visit 
httpJlwwmonehappymovie.com. 
IHHMHnMm^^M 
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PULSE ONLINE: 
Where to go for your 
fix of the latest CD 
review, Triumph the 
Insult Comic Dog's, 
Come Poop With Me. 
get a 
Tife 




Black Swamp Pub 
8p.m 
"Fiddler on the Roof" 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
10 pm 
Star Runner 
Nate & Watty's 
10pm 
Black Swamp Coalition 









"Fiddler on the Roof" 
Eva Mane Saint Theater 
10 p.m. 
DJ Hootie 
Nate & Watty's 
10 p.m. 
Fuzzy Samuels 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 




"Fiddler on the Roof" 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
930 pm 




Nate & Watty's 
Monday 
10 pm 
DJs Zach & Kehoe 
Nate & Watty's 
Tuesday 
Karaoke Night 








open to BG residents 
The International Ubrary 
of ('holography is offering 
$60,000 in prizes this year in 
the International Open 
Amateur Photography 
Contest The contest is open 
to everyone and entry is free. 
Entries must be postmarked 
by March 1,2004. For more 
info, or to submit your photo 
directly online, visit: 
www.picturc.com. 
<IV November 21, 2003 www.bgnews.com/pulse 
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Bowling Green food businesses hove found dif- 
ferent niches to accommodate the growing 
demand for organic products. There ore a vari- 
ety of organic contenders including a cafe, 
three grocery outlets, an organic coffee distribu- 
tor and numerous coffee shops that serve 
organic coffee. 
Organic is ihe largest growing sector of the 
food industry, with national growth rates of 20 
to 25 percent per year for the last 12 years, 
according to the The Ohio Ecological Food 
and Farm Association. "Kroger used to 
hove nutrition centers probably six or 
seven years ago and gradually weed- 
ed Ihern out because there wasn't a 
market for them," head produce 
clerk at Kroger, Kari Gonder, said. 
However, Gonder said she has 
seen an increase in organic sales 
in the past two years. 
"We were one of the test stores a 
couple years ago in this marketing 
area," Gonder said. "We have a 
lot more products in now because the 
sales in this area are going through the 
icof." 
"Nature's Market,".located next to ihe produce 
section of Kroger, offers four aisles of health- 
related and organic products, plus a wall of 
organic produce, frozen foods and a cooler 
with oiganic dairy and dairy substitutes. "People 
fend to associate freshness and natural stuff with 
the produce section," Gonder said. The aisles 
hold organic grains, breads and other organic 
dry good items. 
Fresh produce comes in four times a week and 
must be kept separate from non-organic produce 
to prevent cross-contamination. 
At Grounds for Thought coffee shop, 174 S. 
Main St., co-owner Kelly Wicks has been roast- 
ing organic coffee for retail sales to area coffee 
shops, fundraising companies and other busi- 
nesses including Tony Packo's restaurants in 
Toledo. 
"Over-pesticiding and over-fertilizing Is not the 
way to do il and [coffee bean farmers] recog- 
nize that," Wicks said.   He attributes 
around 10 percent of his overall sales 
to organic coffees. 
On the north end of Main Slreet, 
Squeaker's operates a vegetarian 
and organic grocery store and 
restaurant. 
"Organic tastes better," co-owner 
Heather Andre, said. "I know 
when we do our organic cooking, 
organic really brings out the freshness 
in the food because you're not lasting 
the chemicals and the gases." 
Andre said the store aims to "promote a healthy, 
compassionate lifestyle" because she donates a per- 
centage of proceeds from her products, to environmental 
organizations. This store was opened to help save ani- 
mals," Andre said. 
Around 90 percent of the products in the store are 
organic. 
We use all agonic produce in the reslaurant," she 
said. During the organic growing season, Squeaker's 
carries produce frcm their awn garden located bef 
their Firidlay location, and buys mostly from local 
sources and growers. 
SQUEAKERS, PAGE 9 
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Now showing;'One Happy Movie' 
By Andrea Wilhelm 
ASSISTANT PULSE EDITOR 
What makes you 
happy? 
That's exactly what four 
college students set out to 
discover while traveling 
cross-country from 
Orlando to New York City 
during the production of 
the documentary film 
titled "One Happy Movie." 
The students, from the 
University of Central 
Florida and Full Sail, set 
out on this quest to dis- 
cuss something so simple, 
yet rarely asked. From 
rich to poor, white to 
black, young to old, they 
found answers to the 
question, "What makes 
you happy?" 
Executive producer, 
Aaron Might)', 24, came 
up with the concept 
when he was an under- 
graduate student in 2001. 
"I was about to gradu- 
ate and I didn't know 
what I wanted to do," he 
said. "I thought to myself, 
if I'm not happy, what do 
others do to make them- 
selves happy?" 
The documentary was 
filmed Aug. 18 through 
Aug. 27 during which 
time the student film- 
makers visited 13 states, 
interviewing over 360 
individuals at more than 
40 locations, including 
small towns, cities, busi- 
nesses, churches, acade- 
mic institutions, amuse- 
ment parks, the American 
Idol™ auditions and 
Ground Zero in New York 
City. 
The documentary is 
being called "the greatest 
reason to believe in hap- 
piness" by Aaron Mighty. 
He states, "the journey 
alone was like a roller 
coaster of ups and downs 
with tons of laughter in 
between" and guarantees 
that the film will provoke 
similar emotions into an 
audience. 
In addition, the film- 
makers added music to 
the film using an exclu- 
sive list of local artists. 
"Everyone can enjoy a 
great movie that has just 
as great of a soundtrack," 
Mighty said. 
The documentary, 
which has already 
sparked a great deal of 
debate and national 
attention, will premiere 
on Saturday in the 
Orlando, FL area. 
Aaron Mighty says 
there are two things he 
would like audiences to 
take away from the film, 
"One is that we hope 
people will be really inter- 
ested in how people find 
happiness and two, that 
they will walk away with a 
better understanding of 
what happiness is." 
HAPPY, PAGE 9 
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Writer's first 
at Cla-Zel 
By Eric Harm 
PULSE WHIIER 
Due to lime constraints, 
budget problems and scrip) 
problems lay Ellison's film 
"Portrait of Desire" has been 
sliced down to a two minute 
short. All of his time and 
focus is currently on "Full 
Moon Fever." 
"Full Moon Fever" is a 
zombie action thriller that he 
started working on in the 
beginning of last summer. 
This film is about Zombies 
who only come out when 
there is a full moon to eat the 
flesh of humans to survive. 
Photo Provided 
IN THE FLESH: A scene from 
Jay Ellison's latest film produc- 
tion. 
The hardest part for llllison 
in filming was figuring out a 
way to have a steady camera 
movement. 1 le first tried 
using a skateboard to film low 
angle shots with no success. 
I le later found that sitting in 
the hack of a leep Cherokee 
was the most effective way to 
get the shot he wanted. 
With the constraints of 
working on a very small bud- 
get, Ellison relies on receiving 
help from many other people. 
Aaron Calafato who plays the 
main character whose goal is 
to destroy die Zombies has 
been with Ellison ever sense 
his first film "Disclosure." "He 
has grown so much as an 
actor," Ellison said. 
Other actors to be featured 
in "Full Moon Fever" include: 
Ryan Cadwallader (main 
zombie), Mera Neslin, 
Andrew M. Lamarche, Wes 
Border and Simon Morgan 
Russell. Ellison even makes a 
cameo appearance during 
the prologue due to a lack of 
cast members. 
An amazing visual effects 
sequence was created by 
Andy l.yon and Mike 
Bahurinsky. Hie soundtrack 
was composed bySeann 
llynn and Sean I lagerty. Matt 
Fredericks handled the cine- 
matograph, and Brad Carper 
was the co-producer. 
I he performances are 
solid; everyone did a great 
job," Ellison said. According 
to l-llison, the people who 
worked on this project are the 
people who believed in the 
film. It takes a lot of time and 
commitment to complete 
such a big production, 
"I think cveryliody is going 
to be happy with the way it 
turned out." Ellison said. I le 
is expecting a large turnout 
for the premier at the (;la-Zel 
Theater Dec 14.The film is 
going to be shown with three 
Other tils which were also 
made by film students 
involved with the I Jnivei shy 
Film Organization (UFO). 
lickets an* going on sale 
Dec. it) lor $5 per person. All 
of the proceeds are going to 
be put towards keeping the 
Cla-Zel Theater in operation, 
purchasing new film equip- 
ment for I 111) and paying 
guest speakers loconie lalk 
on campus. 
Currently Ellison is working 
night and day to finish the 
final editing for the film. 
Ellison believes that the edit- 
ing process is ultimately one 
of the most important parts 
when producing a film. 
"Editing brings the film 
together and creates the nar- 
rative," Ellison said. 
When the film is complete- 
ly finished, Ellison is going to 
begin promoting the film. I le 
is going lo make poster to 
promote the film and 
fundraiser, and will put an ad 
in the paper. Ellison encour- 
ages people to attend, and 
believes audiences will enjoy 
the film. "Its got lots of action, 
and it's got zombies," Ellison 
said, grinning. 
U. performer happy 
with staying local 
BG NEWS 
BRIEFING 
New music group 
to be in Union 
Weszt will be promoting 
their debut CD Darkness 
Shines, in the Multipurpose 
room of the Union today. 
With members including: 
Micheal I>ugh.dninis; David 
Id HIN I.H i. lead guitar and 
back-up vocals; Eric 
Murray, guitar and back-up 
vocals, Bobby lane, bass 
and back-up vocals and 
Weszt, lead vocals and gui 
tar. 
Based in Orlando, 
Florida, Weszt hit the indie 
rock scene in 2002. 
With the producer of 
Dashboard Confessional, 
lames Paul Wisner, the 
band knocked out a 10- 
SongCD, which the band 
boasts as a "lyrical assault." 
Their first single off the 
album, I'retty Vampire," is 
the first from the album to 
hit radio stations around 
the country. 
Checkout more about 
Weszt on their website: 
www.weszl.com. 
By loe Bugbee 
PUtSt   iSO11E R 
Katie Stanko is busy these 
days. Not only is she halfway 
Uirough her junior year at die 
University, which includes 
lieing a resident advisor, she is 
also quite the mobile musician. 
She has been 
playing at Easy- 
Street Cafe's 
"Open Mic Night" 
every Tuesday for 
the past several 
weeks. 
ihnight she will 
lx- featured, along 
with fellow musi- 
cians Pat Watkins 
and Ryan 
Creamer, at Sea 
Lion Studio, 182 
S. Main. Stanko 
will be perform- 
ing at ftSOpjn. 
and there is a $2 
cover. 
Q: I low long 
have you been 
playing? 
A; Only for about two years 
actually. I come from a pretty 
musical family, and I play 
piano. But the guitat is mobile, 
so I decided to give it a try. 
Q: Was there one defining 
moment that made you pick 
up that guitar, besides it being 
mobile? 
A: My aunt is the only mem- 
ber of my family that plays gui- 
tar. So when I got to school, she 
lent me a 12-string, basically 
giving me one year to learn it. 
But it was growing up watching 
her play that made me want to 
try it. 
Q: I remember reading that 
you said that love songs are the 
easiest songs to write. Cue to 
elaborate on that? 
A: Because when you feel 
Q&A 
WITH KATIE STANKO 
love, it just bounces every- 
where. You know love takes on 
M» many forms, so many emo- 
tions. Its easy to write about 
Q:What are your feelings on 
the Hi. music scene so far? 
V (laughs) Its kind of ninny, 
It's a small town and for a small 
town it's not bad. But there are 
loo many musicians here that 
take it loo seriously, like you 
have lo make il here. 
It's a fun scene, but there's not 
enough places for acoustic acts. 
Q: I)o you have a favorite 
place to play in IK '•'< 
A: Easy Street's ((pen Mic 
Night, li s so open and there's 
no pressure. 
Q: When you're upon stage, 
do you play for just for yourself, 
or do you hope the audience 
gels something out of your per- 
formance? 
A: I care a lot (about the per- 
formance) I just love to perform 
and 1 want people to feel some- 
thing. I want them to come up 
to me alter a show and tell me 
what my songs meant to them. 
()ne time someone came up to 
me and said a 
song of mine 
reminded 
them of gyp- 
sies! Gypsies! 
Q: Do you 
have any pre- 
show rituals? 
\: I drink a 
lot of water 
and just sit 
there. Then I 
kind of talk a 
lot because 
I'm so ner- 
vous. Then I 




I'm nervous. I 
do a lot of dorky things on 
stage. 
Q: What arc you listening to 
right now? 
A: In my CD player I have 
some old Liz I'hair. lately I've 
been into the luliana Theory 
and luliana I latfield, and I've 
always loved old limmy Eat 
World. 
Q: What the IK-SI part of 
IM■!i ig a musician? 
A: Everything, I just love per- 
forming, just getting up there 
anil singing. Everything alxiut it 
is wonderful 
Q: In live years, where are 
you musically? 
A: I don't want to be huge. I'm 
realistic, I just want to play. 
I just want to one of those 50 
year olds that gets told lo get off 
the stage. But I won't. 
Primetime phenomenon 
comes to Bowling Green 
By Rachel Bobak 
PULSE WHI1E R 
An essay contest determined 
the heterosexual male contes- 
tant for the show "Queer Eye for 
the B(l (iuy" created by the stall 
in the I larshman Quad. 
The production staff of the 
filming included.:Ryan Keytack, 
coordinator; Melissa Quinones, 
producer and lohn 1 lejduk, 
cameraman. They envisioned 
the idea of the show to aid in 
die hall's student personal 
development. 
Keytack said that the purpose 
of their venture is in support of 
"The Laramie Project." "The 
laramie Project is a play; it is 
not |onc] that lakes sides. It is a 
play that shares many respons- 
es from the community in 
Laramie, Wyoming," he said. 
In the I larshman Quads, the 
staff of "Queer Eye" had a 
month for preparation of pro- 
gramming for the Intent ol dis- 
playing their affections about 
The Laramie Project" [he staff 
revealed their idea on a prompt 
posted in the Quads. 
I he essay was not necessarily 
about   The laramie Project," 
but it instructed students to 
write about why lliey would 
think they would he good for 
the show. 
"Queer Eye for the BG Guy" 
was based off of tin- actual 
makeover show, "Queer Bye for 
the Straight (iuy." 
For this project, there were 
five homosexual males, dublxil 
[he'Tab I ive" who took out lour 
heterosexual male essay contest 
winners, 
The "lab I ive" look the four 
winners out shopping for 
clothes, changed their hail style 
and redecorated their rooms. 
()ne of the contest winners, 
(Dayton Moore, said, "I enjoyed 
what they did to my room and 
to my appearance. Il was fun." 
Moore was glad that he was able 
to lake part in the project. 
I he project "Queer Eye for 
the BG Guy" debuted in the 
I larshman Quads on Tuesday, 
Nov. 4. 
There was over 250 smdents 
who viewed the film. Ryan 
Kejlack explained."Iliereis 
speculation about a project next 
semester having lo do with 
women." I lopefully, the specu- 
lation will transpire into an 
actual event. 
Presently the production staff 
of "Queer Eye" unsure if the film 
will he shown on campus again. 
Stay tuned to the calendar of 
events for further develop- 
ments. 
Producers need USDA approval 
SQUEAKER'S, FROM PAGE 8 
East of 1-75 on Bowling Green 
Road, Meijer has a refrigerated 
section with organic produce. In 
the cooler are stacks of non- 
refrigerated organic produce, like 
potatoes. "It seems like it's gain- 
ing more and more popularity," 
said Edwin Fernandez, Meijer 
produce and hulk food leader of 
five years, said. I've been run- 
ning out of room for places to 
put it." 
Fernandez is able to special 
order some items "Once in a 
while, there will be a customer 
that wants something organic 
that we usually don't carry and 
I'll order it for them," he said. 
Some Meijer locations have 
already expanded the number of 
display cases and organic prod- 
ucts in stock. The Bowling Green 
location plans on expanding 
soon, said Fernandez, but no 
date has been set for the expan- 
sion. 
Many consumers have opted 
to go organic because of the 
dangerous effects of pesticides. 
"Organic food is free of all chem- 
ical pesticides, weed killers and 
chemical fertilizer." owners of 
(lerden Spirit Farms, Russell and 
ludv Chester, said. The 10-acre 
organic farm outside of Ml. 
Blanchard, Ohio, was founded in 
1999 and supplies Squeaker's 
with some of ils organic pro- 
duce. 
"Regular produce contains 
carcinogens and are especially 
dangerous to young children," 
Andre said "It can be hard on 
their developing immune sys- 
tems." 
"When 1 started eating more 
organic, my Ixidy felt better," 
Squeakers cafd client, Terri 
(Ipperman, said. Opperman, a 
freshman, eats at the cafe about 
twice a week, buys organic face 
scrub and deodorant from 
Squeaker's, and says the prod- 
ucts are comparable in price and 
quality to grocery stores like 
Kroger or Meijer. 
Organic products tend to cost 
slightly more than non-organic 
products due to increased labor 
cost and a heightened risk of loss 
because no pesticides are used. 
"Unless we're talking dairy or 
frozen food, I think the costs 
have become very comparable 
in probably the last six months 
because the demand is there and 
the shelf life is just about as 
long," (kinder said. 
All grocery locations said their 
top-selling item is bagged salad. 
Broccoli slaw is a second hot 
item at Meijer, according to 
Fernandez. At Squeaker's, the 
avocado bagel and cookies are 
popular, while organic 
Guatemalan coffee is pouring 
faster than other organic coffees 
at Grounds for Thought. 
New standards adopted last 
year, by the United States 
Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), require anything labeled 
organic to contain 95 percent 
organic ingredients. 
The new guidelines also state 
growing methods must meet 
heightened USDA standards to 
be a USDA certified organic 
farmer. Fanners must apply to 
grow USDA certified organic 
produce. 
"The land must be chemical 
free for three years before you 
can be considered for certifica- 
tion," Russell of Garden Spirit 
Farm said. Compost tempera- 
lure and water testing are only 
two of many items checked by 
the new USDA standards. 
"Up lo this point speciality 
coffee has been self-regulated," 
Wicks said alxiut their organic 
coffee. The Organic (top 
Improvement Association, had 
overseen the legitimacy of coffee- 
beans sold as organic in the 
international market. 
Bowling Green does offer sev- 
eral outlets for organic con- 
sumers, but each one offers its 
own unique characteristics. 
Squeaker's donates to environ- 
mental and animal lights 
groups, offering personalized 
service and the cafd. Grounds 
for Thought distributes and 
serves four types of organic cof- 
fee. Kroger offers around the 
same selection in groceries as 
Squeaker's, but has the benefit 
of one-stop grocery shopping 
with non-organic products in 
the next aisles over. Meijer will 
special order produce and is 
looking lo expand soon. No 
matter where one goes for 
organic produce, the statistics 
show the popularity of this food 
sub-segment will continue to 
grow. "It's just healthier for you," 
Andre said. 
ORGANIC FOOD FACTS 
•Those frequently exposed to 
pesticides were almost five 
times more likely than those 
not exposed to have poor 
memory and slowness of 
thinking. 
• Increased exposure to 
chemical pesticides leads to 
an increase in miscarriage, 
birth delects, infertility, 
Parkinson's disease and 
some types of cancer 
• Over 20 percent of pesti- 
cides currently registered in 
the U.S. are linked to cancer, 
birth defects, developmental 
harm ot nerve damage. 
• The average American eats 
about 14 pounds of additives 
each year. Pesticide-related 
illnesses in the U.S. ate esti- 
mated to occur as many as 
300.000 times a year 
• Strawberries have more 
pesticides than any other 
fruit. Other produce high in 
pesticides are U.S. cherries 
and apples, Mexican can- 






FINDER'S TOP TEN 
1. PEARL JAM 
Lost Dogs 
2. STONE TEMPLE PILOTS 
Thank You 
3. G UNIT 









8. KID ROCK 
Kid Rock 
9. SHERYL CROW 
Very Best Of 
10. Tupac: Resurrection 
TOP 5 DVDs 
1. "Terminator 3: Rise of the 
Machines" 
2. "Bonnarao 2003: 270 Miles 
From Graceland" 
3. "Johnny Cash/ Hurt" 
4. "Coldplay/ Live 2003" 
5. "Rolling Stones: Sympathy 
For The Devil" 
WFAL FIVE ALBUMS 
ON THE RISE 
1. LIVING THINGS 
Resight Your Rights 
2. FLAMING LIPS 




4. Various Artists 
A Santa Cause (Punk Rock 
Xmas) 
5. Various Artists 
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The student filmmakers will 
then continue to share their dis- 
coveries and experience by tour- 
ing the same production route to 
showcase the film within select 
cities throughout December and 
January 
"Our goal is to gel as many 
people as possible lo go see it." 
Mighty said. "I think people will 
be amazed by what we went out 
and did and hopefully they will 
get the same emotions we did 
making it by just watching." 
So what is the one thing all 
people who watch the film have 
in common, according to 
Mighty? 
"Everyone will leave happy." 
To learn more about the docu- 




Where to go for your 
fix of the latest CD 
review, Triumph the 
Insult Comic Dog's, 
Come Poop With Me. 
get a 
life 




Black Swamp Pub 
8 p.m. 
"Fiddler on the Root" 
t va Mane Saml Theater 
10 p.m 
Star Runner 
Na'e & Wallys 
10 p in 
Black Swamp Coalition 









"Fiddler on the Roof" 
Eva Mane Saml Theater 
10 p in 
Dl Hootie 
Nate & Wallys 
10 pm 
Fuzzy Samuels 
■ ward's Club H 
10 pm 




"Fiddler on the Roof" 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
930 p.m 




Nale & Wallys 
Monday 
10 pin. 
01s Zach & Kehoe 
Nate & Wallys 
Tuesday 
Karaoke Night 








open to BG residents 
The International library 
(if Photography is offering 
SMMIOO iii prizes this year in 
the International Open 
Amateur Photography 
Contest The contest is open 
to everyone and entry is fat". 
Entries must he postmarked 
by March 1,2004. lor more 
info, or to submit your photo 
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panic 
it's aCC        < 
Bowling Green food businesses have found dif- 
ferent niches to accommodate the growing 
demand for organic products. There are a vari- 
ety of organic contenders including a cafe, 
three grocery outlets, an organic coffee distribu- 
tor and numerous coffee shops that serve 
organic coffee. 
Organic is the largest growing sector of the 
food industry, with national growth rales of 20 
to 25 percent per year for the last 12 years, 
according to the The Ohio Ecological Food 
and Farm Association. "Kroger used to 
have nutrition centers probably six or 
seven years ago and gradually weed- 
ed them out because there wasn't a 
market for them," head produce 
clerk at Kroger, Kari Gonder, said. 
However, Gonder said she has 
seen an increase in organic sales 
in the past two years. 
"We were one of the test stores a 
couple years ago in this marketing 
area," Gonder said. "We have a 
lot more products in now because the 
sales in this area are going through the 
roof." 
"Nature's Market," located next to ihe produce 
section of Kroger, offers four aisles of health- 
related and organic products, plus a wall of 
organic, produce, frozen foods and a cooler 
with organic dairy and dairy substitutes. "People 
tend to associate freshness and natural stuff with 
the produce section," Gonder said. The aisles 
hold organic grains, breads and other organic 
dry good items. 
Fresh produce comes in four times a week and 
must be kept separate from non-organic produce 
to prevent cross-contamination. 
At Grounds for Thought coffee shop, 174 S. 
Main St., co-owner Kelly Wicks has been roost- 
ing organic coffee for retail sales to area coffee 
shops, fundraising companies and other busi- 
nesses including Tony Packo's restaurants in 
Toledo. 
"Over-pesticiding and over-fertilizing is not the 
way to do it and [coffee bean farmers) recog- 
nize that," Wicks said.   He attributes 
around 10 percent of his overall sales 
to organic coffees. 
On the north end of Main Slreet. 
Squeaker's operates a vegetarian 
and organic grocery store and 
restaurant. 
"Organic tastes better," co-owner 
Heather Aridre, said. "I know 
when we do our organic cooking, 
organic really brings out the freshness 
n the food because you're not tasting 
the chemicals and the gases." 
Andre said the store aims to "promote a healthy, 
compassionate lifestyle" because she donates a per- 
centage of proceeds from her products, to environmental 
organizations. "This store was opened to help save ani- 
mals," Andre said. 
Around 90 percenl of the products in the store are 
organic. 
"We use all organic produce in the restaurant," she 
said. During the organic growing season, Squeaker's 
carries produce from their own garden located behind 
their Firidby location, and buys mostly from local 
sources and growers. 
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Now showing: 'One Happy Movie' 
By Andrea Withtlm 
asSISUN! PULSE  EDI10R 
What makes you 
happy? 
That's exactly what four 
college students set out to 
discover while traveling 
cross-country from 
Orlando to New York City 
during (he production of 
the documentary film 
tilled "One I lappy Movie." 
'Ilie students, from the 
University of Central 
Honda and lull Sail, set 
out on this quest to dis- 
cuss something so simple, 
yet rarely asked. From 
rich to poor, white to 
black, young to old, they 
found answers to the 
question, "What makes 
you happy?" 
Executive producer, 
Aaron Mighty, 24, came 
up with the concept 
when he was an under- 
graduate student in 2001. 
"I was about to gradu- 
ate and I didn't know 
what 1 wanted to do," he 
said. "I thought to myself, 
if I'm not happy, what do 
others do to make them- 
selves happy?" 
The documentary' was 
filmed Aug. 18 through 
Aug. 27 during which 
time the student film- 
makers visited 13 states, 
interviewing over 360 
individuals at more than 
'10 locations, including 
small towns, cities, busi- 
nesses, churches, acade- 
mic institutions, amuse- 
ment parks, the American 
Idol™ auditions and 
Ground Zero in New York 
City, 
The documentary is 
being called "the greatest 
reason to believe in hap- 
piness" by Aaron Mighty. 
He states, "the journey 
alone was like a roller 
coaster of ups and downs 
with tons of laughter in 
between" mid guarantees 
that the film will provoke 
similar emotions into an 
audience. 
In addition, the film- 
makers added music to 
the film using an exclu- 
sive list of local artists. 
"Everyone can enjoy a 
great movie that has just 
as great of a soundtrack," 
Mighty said. 
The documentary, 
which has already 
sparked a great deal of 
debate and national 
attention, will premiere 
on Saturday in the 
Orlando, l-'L area. 
Aaron Mighty says 
there are two things he 
would like audiences to 
take away from the film. 
"One is that we hope 
people will be really inter- 
ested in how people find 
happiness and two, that 
they will walk away with a 
better understanding of 
what happiness is." 
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ACTION! I SKCO.VI) l.\ A :; I'AIM SKMKS 
Writer's first 
at Cla-Zel 
By Eric Hann 
PULSE WRIICK 
Due to time constraints, 
budget problems and script 
problems lay Ellisons film 
"Portrait of Desire" has been 
sliced down to a two minute 
short. All of his lime and 
focus is currently on "Full 
Moon lever." 
"Full MOOD 1 ever" is a 
zombie action thriller that he 
started working on in the 
beginning of last summer. 
This film is about Zombies 
who only come out when 
there is a full moon to eat the 
flesh of humans to survive. 
Photo Provided 
IN THE FLESH: A scene from 
lay Ellison's latest film produc- 
tion. 
The hardest pan for Ellison 
in filming* was tigui ing out a 
way to have a steady camera 
movement, lie first tried 
using a skatclmard to film low 
angle shots with no success. 
I le later found that silling in 
the back of a leep (hetokee 
was the most effective way to 
get the shot he wanted. 
With (he constraints of 
working on a very small hud- 
get, Ellison relies on receiving 
help from many other people, 
Aaron CalafatO who plays the 
main character whose goal is 
to destroy the Zombies has 
been with Ellison ever sense 
his first film "Disclosure." "I le 
has grown so much as an 
actor," Ellison said. 
Other actors to he featured 
in "Full Moon Fever" include: 
liyan Cadwaflader (main 
zombie), Mora Neslin. 
Andrew M. Lillian he, U'cs 
liorderand Simon Morgan 
Russell. Ellison even makes a 
cameo appearance during 
the prologue due to a lack of 
cast members. 
An amazing visual effects 
sequence was created by 
Andy I.yon and Mike 
Bahurinsky. rhe soundtrack 
was composed bj Seann 
I lynn and Sean I lageny. Matt 
Fredericks handled (he cine- 
matograph, and Bradt arpei 
was the co-producer, 
"Hie performances are 
solid; everyone did a great 
job," Ellison said. Accoidiug 
to I llison, the people who 
worked on this project are (he 
people who believed in tin- 
film. It lakes a lot of time and 
commitment lo complete 
such,i big production. 
"I think everybody is going 
tobehapp) with the way ii 
tinned nut.  I llison said. I le 
Is expecting a large turnout 
for the premier at the Cla-Zel 
Theater Dec 14. The film is 
going lo be shown with three 
other lil's. which were also 
made by film students 
Involved with the University 
Film Organization illioi. 
Tickets are going on sale 
Dec. lOfol $5 pel person. All 
of the proceeds are going to 
he pin towards keeping the 
Qa-Zel Theater in operation, 
purchasing new lilm equip- 
ment for UFO and paying 
guest speakers to come talk 
on campus. 
(lurrently Ellison is working 
nighi and day to finish the 
final editing for the film 
Ellison believes that the edit- 
ing process is ultimate!) one 
of the most important pans 
when producing a film. 
"Editing brings the film 
together and creates the nai 
relive," Ellison said. 
When the film Iscomplete- 
K finished. Ellison is going lo 
begin promoting the film, He 
is going to make poster to 
promote the film and 
fundraiser, and will pui an ad 
in the paper. Ellison encour- 
ages people to attend, and 
believes audiences will enjoy 
the film. "It's goi lotsol action, 




New music group 
to be in Union 
Weszt will be promoting 
their debut CD Darkness 
Shines, in the Multipurpose 
room of the Union today, 
Will) members including: 
Micheal Puglulrunis; David 
lloi ki nai i. lead guitar and 
back-up vocals; Eric- 
Murray, guilar and back-up 
vocals, Bobby Lane, bass 
and back-up vocals and 
Weszt, lead vocals and gui- 
tar. 
liased In Orlando, 
Florida,Weszt hit tin-indie 
rock scene in 2002. 
With the producer ol 
Dashboard Confessional, 
lames Paul Wisner, the 
band knocked out a ID- 
song CD. which the band 
boasts as a "lyrical assault." 
Their first single off the 
album, Pretty Vampire," is 
the first from the album to 
hit radio stations around 
the country. 
( heck out more about 
Weszt on their website 
www.weszt.com, 
U. performer happy 
with staying local 
By loe Bugbee 
i     I   A RIT E R 
Katie Sianko is busy these 
days. Not only is she hall v ,i\ 
through her junior year at the 
University, which includes 
being a resident advisor, she Is 
alsi i quile the mobile musician. 
She has been 
playing ai I ,is> 
Street I ales 
"Open Mic Night" 
every luesdayfoi 
the past several 
weeks, 
lonighl she will 
be featured, along 
with fellow musi- 
cians Pat Watkins 
and Ryan 
Creamer, al Sea 
I Jon Studio. 1112 
S. Main. Sianko 
will he perform- 
ing at MO p.m. 
and there is a $2 
cover. 
Q: I low long 
have you been 
playing? 
A: Only for about two years 
actually I come from a pretty 
musical family, and I play 
piano, Mm ihe guitar is mobile, 
so I decided logivc it a try. 
Q: Was there orre defining 
momenl dial made you pick 
up dial guitar, besides it being 
mobile? 
A:M\ .(Hill is the only mem 
herof my family dial plays gui 
tar. So when Igoi io school, she 
lent me a 12-String, basically 
giving me one year lo learn it 
Hill il was growing up watching 
her play that made me want to 
try it. 
Q: I remember reading dial 
you said dial love songs are the 
easiest songs to write. (!are lo 
elaborate on that? 
A: Because when you feel 
Q&A 
WITH KATIE STANK0 
love.il jusi bounces every- 
where. Vbu know love takes on 
so many forms, so man) emo- 
tions, it'seass to write about. 
Q:\Vhat an-your feelings on 
the B( i music scene so far? 
v Laughs) Its kind ol tunny, 
It's a small town and for a small 
town its mil had. But there are 
loo many musicians lien- thai 
take it loo seriously; like you 
have lo make il here. 
It'safun scene, bin theres not 
enough places for acoustic acts 
i): Iki you have a favorite 
place to play in BG? 
A: I as\ Street'sl Ipen Mic 
Night. Its so open and theres 
no pressure. 
tj: When you're up on slage. 
do you play for jusi for yourself, 
or do you hope Ihe audience 
gets something out of your per- 
formance? 
A: I care a lot (about the per- 
fonnani e I jusi line to perform 
and I want people lo feel some- 
thing. I want them lo come up 
to me after a show and tell me 
what m\ songs nieanl lo them. 
One time someone came up to 
me and said a 
song of mine 
reminded 
them of gyp- 
sies! Gypsies! 
Q: Do you 
haw any pre- 
show rituals? 
A: I drink a 
lot ot water 
and just sil 
there, ilien I 
kind of talk a 
loi because 
Im MI ner- 
vous. Then I 




I'm nervous. 1 
do a lot ot dorky filings on 
stage, 
l): What are you listening to 
righl now? 
A: In mj CD player I have 
some old I i/ Pfiair. lately I've 
been Into the luliana theory 
and luliana I lalficld. and I've 
always loved old limmyEal 
World. 
Q: What the best part of 
being a musician? 
A: I veiything. I just love per- 
forming jusi getting up there 
and singing. Everything about it 
is wonderful. 
(): In five years, where are 
you musically? 
/VI don't wain lo he huge. I'm 
realistic. I jusi waul lo play. 
I jusi want to one of those 30 
year olds thai gets told to get oil 
the slage. lini 1 won't. 
Primetime phenomenon 
comes to Bowling Green 
By Rachel Bobak 
- J l S t    II d I ( I K 
An essay contest determined 
ihe heterosexual male contes- 
tant for ihe show "Queer Eye for 
the IK iGuy" created by the Staff 
ill the I larshman Quad, 
The production staff of the 
filming lncluded,:Ryan Keytack, 
coordinator; Melissa Quinoncs, 
producei and John I lejduk. 
cameraman. They envisioned 
ihe idea o! the show to aid in 
the halls student personal 
development 
Keytack said that the purpose 
of their venture is in support of 
"The laramie Project. Ihe 
Laramie Project is a play; ii is 
mil |one] that lakes sides. It is a 
play that shares many respons- 
es from the community in 
I .aramie, Wyoming,' he said. 
In the I larshman Quads, die 
staff of "Queer Eye" had a 
month for preparation of pro- 
gramming for the inteni of dis- 
playing their affections about 
"The Laramie Project." rhe staff 
revealed their idea on a prompt 
(Misted in the Quads, 
I he essay was nol necessarily 
about "The Laramie Project," 
but it Instructed students to 
write about whj tin-), would 
think they would be good for 
ihe show, 
"Queer Eye for the BGGuy" 
was based off of the actual 
makeover show, "Queer Eye for 
the Straight Guy." 
For this project, there were 
five homosexual males, dubbed 
the Tab Five" who look mil four 
heterosexual male essay contest 
winners, 
The "I ah Five" look the lour 
winners out shopping for 
clothes, changed their hair Style 
and redecorated their rooms. 
One of the contest winners, 
Clayton Moore, said, I enjoyed 
what they did to my room and 
in m\ appearance. It was fun." 
Moon- was glad thai he was able 
lo lake part in die project. 
Die project "Queer Eye for 
the lit i (iuy" debuted in the 
I larshman Quads on Tuesday, 
Nov. 4. 
There was over 250 students 
who viewed the film. Ryan 
Keytack explained, "There is 
speculation about a project next 
semester having to do with 
women." I lopefully. the specu- 
lation will transpire into an 
actual event 
Presently, the production staff 
of'Queei Eye" unsure if the film 
will he shown on campus again. 
Slay tuned to the calendar of 
events for further develop- 
ments. 
Producers need USDA approval 
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Easl of 1-75 on Bowling (iteen 
Road, Meijer has a refrigerated 
section with organic produce In 
the cooler are stacks of non- 
refrigerated organic produce, like 
potatoes,  "It seems like its gain- 
ing more and more popularity," 
said Edwin Fernandez, Meijer 
produce and bulk food leader of 
five years, said. "I've been run- 
ning out of room for places u i 
put it." 
Fernandez is able to special 
older some ilems. "()nce in a 
while, there will he a customer 
that wants something organic 
thai we usually don't carry and 
I'll order it for them," he said. 
Some Meijer locations have 
already expanded die number of 
display cases and organic prod- 
ucts in slock, the Bowling Green 
location plans on expanding 
soon, said Fernandez, but no 
date has been set for die expan- 
sion. 
Many consumers have opted 
to go organic because of Ihe 
dangerous effects of pesticides. 
"Organic food is free of all chem- 
ical pesticides, weed killers and 
chemical fertilizer," owners of 
Garden Spirit Farms, Russell and 
link t 'hesler, said. The 10-acre 
organic farm outside ol Mt 
lllanchaid, Ohio, was founded in 
1999 and supplies Squeakers 
with some of Its organic pro- 
duce, 
"Regular produce contains 
carcinogens and are especially 
dangerous to young children." 
Andre said. "Il can he hard on 
lheii developing immune sys- 
lenis." 
"When I Started eating more 
organic, my Ixidy felt better," 
Squeaker's cafe client, Ten i 
I Ipperman. said. Oppennan, a 
freshman, eats at the cafe about 
twice a week, buys organic face 
scnib and deodorant from 
Squeaker's, and says the prod- 
uctsare comparable in price and 
quality to grocery stores like 
Kroger or Meijer. 
(Irganii products lend to cost 
slightly more than non-organic 
products due to increased labor 
cost and a heightened risk of loss 
because no pesticides are used. 
"Unless we're talking dairy or 
frozen food, 1 think the costs 
have become very comparable 
in probably the last six months 
because the demand is there and 
ihe shelf life is just about as 
long," Gonder said, 
All grocery locations said their 
top-selling ilem is bagged salad. 
Broccoli slaw is a second hot 
item al Meijer, according to 
Fernandez. Al Sqi leaker's, the 
avocado bagel and cookies are 
popular, while organic 
Guatemalan coffee is |x>uring 
faster than other organic coffees 
at Grounds for Thought. 
New standards adopted lasl 
year, by the United Stales 
Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), require anything labeled 
organic lo contain 95 percent 
organic ingredients. 
Ilie new guidelines also stale 
growing methods must meet 
heightened USDA standards to 
be a USDA certified organic 
fanner. Farmers must apply to 
grow USDA certified organic 
produce. 
'The land must be chemical 
free for three years hcfoic you 
can be considered for certifica- 
tion," Russell of Garden Spirit 
Farm said. Compost tempera- 
ture and water testing are only 
two of many items checked by 
ihe new USDA standards, 
"lip to this point, speciality 
Coffee has been sell regulated," 
Wk ks said ,ihi mi their organic 
coffee. Ihe Organic Crop 
Improvement Association, had 
overseen ihe legitimacy of coffee 
beans sold as organic in the 
international market 
Bowling Green does offer sev- 
eral outlets for organic con- 
sinners, hut each one oilers its 
own unique characteristics. 
Squeakers donates to environ- 
mental and animal rights 
groups, offering personalized 
service and the cafe. Grounds 
for Thought distributes and 
serves four types of organic cof- 
fee. Kroger oners around the 
same selection in groceries as 
Squeakers, hut has the benefit 
of one-stop grocery shopping 
with non-organic products in 
the next aisles over. Meijer will 
special order produce and is 
looking to expand soon. No 
matter where one goes for 
organic produce, the statistics 
show the popularity of this food 
sub-segment will continue to 
grow. "It's just healthier for you," 
Andre said. 
ORGANIC FOOD FACTS 
•Those frequently exposed to 
pesticides were almost five 
limes mote likely than those 
not exposed to have poor 
memory and slowness of 
thinking. 
• Increased exposure to 
chemical pesticides leads to 
an increase in miscarriage, 
birth defects, infertility, 
Parkinson's disease and 
some types of cancer. 
• Over 20 percent of pesti- 
cides currently registered in 
the U.S. are linked to cancer, 
birth delects, developmental 
harm or nerve damage. 
• The average American eats 
about 14 pounds of additives 
each year. Pesticide-related 
illnesses in the U.S. are esti- 
mated to occur as many as 
300.000 times a year. 
• Strawberries have more 
pesticides than any other 
fruit. Other produce high in 
pesticides are U.S. cherries 
and apples, Mexican can- 
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1. PEARL JAM 
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2. STONE TEMPLE PILOTS 
Thank You 
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8. KID ROCK 
Kid Rock 
9. SHERYL CROW 
Very Best Of 
10. Tupac: Resurrection 
TOP 5 DVDs 
1. "Terminator 3: Rise of the 
Machines'' 
2. "Bonnaroo 2003: 270 Miles 
From Graceland" 
3. "Johnny Cash/ Hurt" 
4. 'Coldplay/Live 2003" 
5. "Rolling Stones: Sympathy 
For The Devil" 
WFAL FIVE ALBUMS 
ON THE RISE 
1. LIVING THINGS 
Resight Your Rights 
2. FLAMING LIPS 




4. Various Artists 
A Santa Cause (Punk Rock 
Xmas) 
5. Various Artists 
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The student filmmakers will 
then continue to share their dis- 
coveries and experience by tour 
ing ihe same production route to 
showcase the film within select 
cities throughout December and 
lanuary. 
"Our goal is to gel as many 
people as possible to go see il," 
Mighty said. "I think people will 
be amazed by what we went out 
and did and hopefully they will 
gel the same emotions we did 
making it by just watching.'' 
So what is the one thing all 
people who watch the film have 
in common, according to 
Mighty? 
"Everyone will leave happy." 
To leam more about the docu- 
mentary film visit: 
http:llwuw.otwhappymovie.com. 
10 Friday. November 21,2003 WWW.B6NEWS.COM 
HELP UliANTE 
NOW HIRING FOR SPRING 2004 SEMESTER 
BG NEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS 
We are currently seeking Graphic Design 
& VCT majors interested in positions 
involving the ad design, digital set-up and 
file transfer of the daily campus newspaper. 
Computer Production Positions 
x? OppartiwiHlM artral X Co-op Position 8am - 5pm. Mon thru Fri 
Lat.Mlfcht Positions   10pm - 2am: Sun thru Thurs 
Part-time Positions (scheduled around classes) 
Qualifications 
MUSI HAVE ( Xi I I it "it 
SKIllS IN 
QuarkXPress, Photoshop. 
and lllusti.tlot lor M •• 
PDF knoMtwdoe'lMKliground 
a plus 
type styles & US.KJC import 
ing gr.iphKs & photo-, and 
sunning ip<hniqi 
If interested. Call 372-2494 or email JtacketCbgnet.bgsu.edu 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
The HCi \.». -ill ma knowing!* «..■[* aj.ci 
iiwmcno ihji dtaCflinMUM, <" encomae dH- 
«timirui->" »gjin«t m> iifclit iJiul in gnwp on 
in.-  h, •  not,  „■•   .«*«. iirol. rthgion. 
IUIIIHUI <«ijiin.  -ciu.il "rK-rUJiiiin. di..Nlil). 
.IJIU. ,i, i MMat,.»on ihc ban) "i ng MM 
ltfg.ll> |»..lt,l.-.l >l.Hns 
llx- BONswilWnVi in* irghi loik.linc. di. 
.mlinuc <* ten- MJ .tl'ntnenvni *uih »• 
iho*c lound tit he ili'I.iin.iii«\ lacking in IJCIU- 
.I KIM., nn.lcjdmg 01 lilw m nnlufr All 





Earn $1.000-S2.000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour (undraising event. Our free 
programs make tundraislng 
easy with no risks. Fundraising 
dates are tilling quickly, so get with 
the program! It works Contact 
CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238 or visit 
www.campuslunaraiser.com 
Jamaican Cricket Club presents the 
Annual Season Dance. Sat. Nov. 
22 8pm-2am At Cambridge Place. 
1821 Alexis Road, Toledo Reggae. 
Calypso & Soca music. West Indian 
lood. For ticket info 419-472-2512 
or 419-467-8925 
Travel 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest 
Destinations-Best Prices. Book 
Now! Campus Reps Wanted 1 -800- 
234-7007. endlesssummenours.com 
'"Join Real World's Cast Members 
On The Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 
5 Days From S299! Party With Ace. 
Mallory. Steven, & Tnshelle Includes 
Meals, Port/Hotel Taxes. Exclusive 
Panies With Cast Members! 
1-800-678-6386 
SprlngBreakTravel.com 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 
■" SPRING BREAK "• 
Book early and save SS1 
World's longest Keg Party - 
Free beer all week! 
Live band & DJ Wet T-shirt, 
Hard Body & Venus Swim wear 
contest Suites up to 12 people, 
3 pools, huge beachfront hot tub, 
lazy river ride, water slide, 
let skis, parasail. 
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort 
800-488-8828 
www.sandplperbeacon.com 
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS, Ameri- 
ca's »1 Student Tour Operator. Hir- 
ing campus reps. Group discounts! 
800-648-4849 or www.5lslravei.cQm 
SPRING BREAK 2004! Beach Life 
Vacations! Jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco. Bahamas, Florida. 
Sell Trips, Earn Cash. Travel Free! 
Call 1 -800-733-6347 
www.beachlifevacations.com 
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK 
Ski 8 Beach Trips on sale now! 
www.Sunchase.com 
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today! 
Services Offered 
OSU vs. Michigan at Brathaus 
open at 11:30 AM. 
20 oz. Legal Joint $2.00 
20 oz. Draft $1.00 
Free Hot Dogs!!! 
Pregnant? Know all the tacts. 
Confidential, free testing & support 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
T 
Personals 
BRATHAUS Happy Hour 
Friday 4-9pm. 
20 ounce Draft $1.00 
Well Mixed Drinks $1.00 
All Bottled Beer $150 
20 ounce Legal Joint $2.00 
Beer Steamed Hot Dog $0.25 
FINANCIAL FREEDOM 
Eliminatedebts.com/cjd 
Call Carol at 734-457-5977. 
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157 
Western Horsemanship. Check us 
out at Sandersonstables.com 
Wanted 
2 Female subleasers needed Jan. 
2004. Lg. house, 1 blk. from cam- 
pus, Inexpensive. Call 308-0926. 
2-3 subleasers needed tor 2nd se- 
mester. Rent $240 mo.plus util. First 
mo ront is free. Call 419-656-0690 
2-4 people to take over lease for lg. 
2 bdrm., 2 bath apt W/D.close to 
campus, flexible with move in date. 
Please call 419-494-9760 or 216- 
926-5661 
Female subleaser needed for Spring 
semester. Own room, in 2 bdrm. 
townhouse. Call 513-258-5990. 
Looking for mature M/ or F to share 
3 bdrm. house. $350/ mo . 1/2 util. 
Move in ASAP. Call 419-373-6056 
M or F rmte. needed January to Au- 
gust for lg. 3 bdrm. house. Close to 
campus. $300 mb with W/D Pets al- 
lowed. 419-789-9172. 
Seeking male subleaser for Spring 
2004 2 bdrm on E Merry $216/ 
mo. + elec. Own bdrm. & bathrm. 
Call Ashley 419-602-0289. 
Subleaser needed 
now till May. 1 bdrm. apt. in 
Heinzsite on E. Merry. $415/ mo. 
Call if interested 419-308-4002 
Subleaser wanted for Spring sem. 
Move in today! Own room in 2 bdrm. 
apt $235 ♦ util. Call 419-494-1544. 
Wanted: Drummer for working Top 
40 cover band. Good attitude and 
equipment needed. Call or email 
Bert for details. 419-266-1901 
bnoe@gbmfg.com 
Help Wanted 
IBARTENDING! $300/day potential. 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
Babysitter/ tutor needed lor 9 » 13 
yr. old. Mostly wkonds some wkdays 
in Perrysburg. Call 419-350-8952. 
Computer upgrade service 
& consulting. $25 hr. on site 
Josh 419-353-1736 
fetfeflAenB   Mfetfaent   eokifaae.   lilitii   baaatkAe. 
Don't Let This Holiday Season Pass You By! 
Learn to consolidate and shop for loved ones! 
Let us help yon start the New Year fresh! 
  Call 
Credit Union One 
offers FREE Financial Advice 
Toll Free 
1-866-475-8024 
*f¥ t%t\ wtim uuut mini nun 
Help Wanted 
Credit Union One is here lo help you 
become debt free. We also offer free 
financial advice. Call us toll free 
1-866-475-8024.  Good  credit,  bad 
credit & bankruptcy. 
Dancers wanted. Make great $ in a 
fun filled atmos. No exp. necessary. 
Call Deja-vu @ (419) 531-0079. 
Get Paid For Your Opinions! 
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey! 
www.paidonlineopinions.com 
 MOVIE EXTRAS/  
MODELS NEEDED 
lor local casting calls. 
no experience or age requirements 
EARN UP TO $200 DAY 
1-888-820-0167 
Preschool looking for energetic, fun 
loving teacher Call 419-832-5437 
for interview. 
WINTER BREAK WORK! 
$14.25 Base/ Appt. 
'Entry level sales/ cust. Service 
' 1 -6 week work program 
'Earn cash for holidays 
'All ages 18* Conditions exist 
'Call Now 419-861-6133 or apply @ 
semesterbieakwork.com 
For Sale 
S500! Cars/trucks from $500. Police 
impounds. Hondas, Chevys etc. For 
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558 
2000 Dodge Intrepid. 
Runs great. $4500 or best offer. 
Call 419-353-8066. 
3 bedrooms. 2 baths 
Fore closure only. $9500. For list- 
ings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584. 
POOL TABLE for sale: Good condi- 
Hon. many accessories. Asking $350 
OBO Contact Jason 614-354-7335 
For Rent 
" 2nd sem, 2 bdrm. apt. avail. $450 
mo. 2 blks. from campus. Quiet resi- 
dential area. Also, studio apts. $395 
mo. includ util 3530325, 9am-9pm 
" Next sen yr. 04-05 Listings Avail. 
Houses on Wooster St., also apts. 
Pick up 24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3 or 
will mail Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm 
1st lloor duplex. Lg. living room, 2 
bdrm., utility-washer/dryer, and 
garage Eighth St. $575. 352-8872 
2 bdrm. apt. for rent. Util. inclu. 
except electric. Avail. Dec.-May. 
Call anytime 419-352-6413. 
2 bdrm. apt. New with w/d Can 
move in as soon as Dec. 20. Close 
to campus Call 419-308-5422. 
3 bdrm house in Maumee thru May. 
$700/mo. Big deck/ yard. Quiet 
neighborhood. 419-882-8938. 
3 bedroom house and 
1, 2 & 3 bdrm apts. lor next year 
Call 419-352-5239 
4 girls seeking house male. 
Rent is $230/ mo. 
Call 419-699-1700. 
Executive Twin Villas 
3 bdrms., 2 full baths, full basement. 
Sun Room & deck. $1475 per month 
Call Ed ©419-494-7799 
Houses/Apts. for 04-05 school year. 
12 mo. leases only. 
S. Smith Contracting. LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 9-2 M-F 
Quiet tenants preferred. 
MOVE IN TOMORROW 
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents from 
$320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts 
for your tour (419) 352-OS90. 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by pEta^ 
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ACROSS 
1 Lucy's love 
5 Golf course 
10 Hockey score 
14 Algerian port 
15 Puerile 
16 Ancient alphabet character 
17 Start of Meryl Slreep quote 
19 Sicilian volcano 
20 Tester 
21 Back-and-forth curves 
23 Actress Peoples 
24 "_ Arden" 
26 Charged particle 
29 Egg drinks 
31 Part 2 of quote 
33 "Oedipus" composer 
36 Large quantity 
37 Building addition 
38 Fifth Avenue landmark 
40 Seth's son 
42 Chicago transp 
45 Rodent pests 
1 Elder from the distaff 
side 
2 Wearing away 
3 Frankfurter's cousin 
4 Machu Pkxhu resident 
5 Type of closet 
6 Lead-ins 
7 Old horse 
8 Desk opening 
9 Match parts 
10 Author ol "Our Man in 
Havana" 
11 Exterior 43 
12 New England cape       44 
13 Meadow 46 
18 Nautical affirmative 48 
22 California's Sea 
25 Bean-counter's letters  49 
27 Lubricate 50 
28 Org. of Giants 52 
30 Former draft org. 53 
32 New Rochelle school    57 
34 Yuletide songs 58 
35 Approve 61 
39 Free passage seeker   63 
41 Nurse a drink 64 




Big _. CA 
When scones are 
served 
Former USSR part 
Moocher 
Shortage 




Lose one's cool 
Resistance unit 
Calendar unit 
Score of zero 
47 B'ookner and Loos 
51 Part 3 of quote 
54 Felon, to a cop 
55 Drive out 
56 Wrench 
59 Latin I lesson word 
60 Spaghetti, e.g. 
62 Dampen 
64 Smell 
66 End ol quote 
68 Poet Crane 
69 Pay hike 
70 Rene's friend 
71 Legendary tale 
72 "Saint Maybe" novelist 
73 Bosc or anjou 
ANSWERS 
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS 
PISRNaLOS 
203 N. Main   «*« »>*■ UV«flV   352.5166 
S5 00 Minimum 
■H.ni.'lil.'l'l.'iiliil.'gl 
You caq chcose any of 
our delicious toppings! 
A % \L'M('st clucN' brwoili A alpx»ftfc 
W 
Open Weekdays 4P.M. Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun. 2HL     ^3 
For Rent For Rent 
Newly renovated 3 bedroom. 
220 Dill St $950/ mo Available 
Jan. 1st, 6 mo. lease. 419-308-2406 
Renting lor next school year 
3 bdrm. duplex & 2 bdrm. furn. up- 
per apt.  419-265-1061  (cell). 419- 
352-4773 (home). 
Sub-leaser needed. Will only pay 
1/2 of lirst months rent Male or fe- 
male. Sterling Apt's. Spring semes- 
ter. Jan-May Trish 419-352-3469 
Subleaser needed for 2 bdrm. apt. 
Napoleon Rd in BG. $200 mo.+ 
utilities Aaron 419-438-7704 
Subleaser wanted 
1 bedroom apt Spacious 
Call ASAP 419-494-3890 
Subleasers needed for 2 bdrm. apt 
starting in Jan. Apt. is located on 5th 
St. total rent is $400. Contact Nick 
419-788-1562 1st mo. rent free. 
Holiday Personals 
SPRING BREAK Free lood. parties 
& drinks! Our students seen on 
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels - 
Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com. 
800-985-6789 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
available immediately. 
Tenants pay gas end electric. 
Starting at $390.00 per month. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, 
INC., RENTAL OFFICE 
(419) 354-2260 
Located at 319 E. Wooster St. 
across from Taco Bell. 
Tii   nil  l««t la TsTn 
Dr. Seuss Cat 
in the Hat (PG) 
(11:30) (2:15) 4:40 7:15 [9:50] 
Elf (PG) 
(11:40) (200) 4:15 725  [10:05) 
Master and 
Commander (PG-13) 
(12:00) 4:00  7:05  [10:15] 
Looney Tunes: Back 
In Action (PG) 
(11:45) (2:05) 420 
Matrix Revolutions (R) 
7:00  [10:20] 
Brother Bear (G) 
(1155) (220) 430 735 [955] 
Schedule Is for 
Friday 11/21/03 - Thursday 11/27/03 
() Denotes only show on Sat. & Sun 
(| Denotes only show Fri.. Sat., 
Sun .& Thurs. 
All other show times every day 
)WM LIN  I 1.1 
1234 N. Main SI. (Bl. 2i) 
Bowling Oman 
Mall 419 354-4447 
Movta Tlmaa 419-354-0558 
 w-wwooolanHHfom  
144 North Main 
Com* in mi IM ml 
NOW OPEN! 
Oft So-Thin: 6eM-IOfn 
Fri &S«t: 6»w-12iw 
MM LiMfc mi Dimr Sftwlal •■••TUT   •aaaW^r'arekl   eWW   vIPWVI    10W^^W1WVi 
All pu MI Mt So.,- & SiW Bir 
Lmli-,5.95   Dim? $6.95 
H»t Breikfiit StffW- Saturday & Siatliyt 9im-lfm 
H.miMMk Math- Evirythinj Frailly Caokea 
Domejtic Beer $2.00, $2.50 Imports 
1628 E. Wooster, Bowling Green (419) 353-7700 





• Ground floor ranch 
style apartment with 
private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Pets welcome 













WILL BE RENTING FOR 
2004-2005 STARTING 
NOVEMBER ■»*. 





410/mo + Elec. 
Across from Campus 
OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdale Apt    1082 Fairview 
1 8. 2 Bdrm Apts./ 
3 Bdmr Twnh. 




Running a Special on few 
2 Bedrooms Open Now 
BGSU Bus stop 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe 
studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms 
Laundry on site 




4 bdrm house 
1 1/2 car garage 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office at 
1045 N. Main St. or 
check website 
www.macr.ahn mm 
for complete listing 
for next year. 
